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IMPROVING PRODUCTIVITY VIA A REAL-TIME DATABASE 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND LOCAL AREA NETWORK 
Complementary Products Engineering is a small depart-
ment within the Information Systems Group of IBM that 
evaluates and releases OEM peripherals for sale alongside 
the PC family product line. Since the department's concep-
tion in the fall of 1982, the number of peripherals being 
released has been growing exponentially. In an effort to 
focus the location of pertinent information, my goal was to 
develop a tool useful to both management and engineering~ 
an on-line database accessible by all personnel via a local 
area network. 
The engineering database has been designed in three 
parts. The first part stores product information prior to 
• • engineering release, such as the product engineer, divisions 
responsible for the product, and important target and actual 
dates in a variety of categories. The second part has 
compatibility information on a product that has been re-
leased. Compatibility refers to those PC products with 
which the peripheral can operate. The final part stores 
technical information about a product. On a very simple 
level, an algorithm has been developed to 1 ist potential 
operational conflicts of existing I/0 adapter cards. The 
database as a total system allows for the menu-driven 
creation, modification, and compilation of product informa-
tion • in addition to the printing 
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implementation of a LAN allows real-time access by all those 
within the department. 
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Introduction and History 
The Complementary Products Department of IBM was 
chartered into operation in the Fall of 1982 to respond to 
• 
market demand for "one stop" PC shopping. Essentially, 
IBM had just released its PC in 1981, and at that point 
IBM only had the base PC, monochrome monitor, keyboard, 
and small matrix printer to offer to its customers; 
however, many customers realized the power that was 
• 
capable with a PC if only one had such features as a 
modem, letter quality printer, graphics tablets, or other 
attachments. Furthermore, a customer desiring to purchase 
a PC system wanted to obtain that package from just one 
place, as opposed to buying pieces of a system from an 
assortment of vendors. IBM responded by creating the 
department stated above to evaluate OEM peripherals for 
sale alongside the PC. 
In the course of the next three and a half years the 
quantity of products being evaluated began to grow expo-
nentially. The process through which the evaluation 
proceeded became more and more formalized and consistent. 
Eventually, the number of products became too cumbersome 
to handle manually, thus prompting the need for a database 
management system. Maintaining the mission of the depart-
ment required building a PC based database. To fully 
utilize the power offered by an on-line database demanded 
. 
• 
·, 
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interconnection of the independent PC's via a local area 
network. 
Ideally, a database created to assist engineering 
should also take a systems approach in its ability to 
provide instantaneous information access. The information 
included in this database should not be only technical, 
but also business related. Optionally, the database 
should be means to eliminate paper from'the daily opera-
tions of the department. Practically, that day is far 
into the future. This database must become a compromise 
of all the ideal and "should he's" with the abilities and 
capabilities of the department. Another constraining 
factor in the development of a completely comprehensive 
database is time. At the time of this writing, a database 
composed of three separate subsections as been completed 
and installed on a single system with plans to transfer 
the database to the network by the end of December 1986. 
Arrangements have been made by IBM. to continue the data-
base development and conversion to the network. At least 
six more man-months of effort are required to fully 
complete this entire eff art, and will be • ongoing even 
after the termination of the author's period of employ-
ment. 
- 4 -
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NEED FOR DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
Since its conception in the fall of 1982, Complemen-
tary Products' list of released peripherals has been 
growing rapidly. The number of OEM peripherals being 
evaluated simultaneously has been growing exponentially. 
To accommodate that growth, the number of product engi-
neers within the department doubled in the year from July 
1985 to August 1986. During this period of growth, the 
methods used to monitor progress and store results re-
mained archaic at best. A staff engineer generally had to 
verify the status of new products with each product 
• engineer. This verification was usually handwritten, 
subject to error, and not wholly current. To make matters 
worse, information on previously released products were 
erratically saved, and the records were most likely 
incomplete. Furthermore, the type of stored information 
varied from product to product, depending on the product 
engineer. The time required to find product information 
was long, depending upon just how many people had to be 
visited to get all of the essential product information. 
Fortunately, management recognized the need to improve the 
organization's efficiency along with augmenting the formal 
operating structure. 
Out of the need for improved efficiency grew the 
Complementary Products Database which addresses three 
different d.epartmental functions. First is an on-line, 
- 5 -
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real-time database called "Tracker." This segment of the 
database addresses those products currently being evaluat-
ed for release. At any one point in time, over fifty 
products are actively being evaluated. Management reviews 
the status of those products weekly, and desires accurate 
information. The majority of data stored in this section 
are dates, since this is crucial for status. This portion 
of the database now provides a repository for product 
status available at a push of a button. Not only can 
management get up to the minute data, but an additional 
tool now exists by which to measure the performance of the 
• engineers. Each product • engineer tends to be held to 
greater accountability because of the general availability 
of dates that were at one point known by only a few. This 
database forces written dates as opposed to verbal dates. 
In reality, the use of the database dictates more struc-
ture; yet, that very structure should improve the release 
cycle efficiency and provide better data and greater 
information much more rapidly. Already this portion of 
the database has become a focal point of the entire 
department, and now appears indispensable. 
' 
_,,) 
The second section of the database follows logically 
from the "Tracker" and is titled "Compatibility." This 
portion provides information about a product once it has 
been released by engineering and includes which families 
of PC's with which the peripheral • • 1s compatible. This 
- 6 -
becomes important at a later time when some other func-
tional group asks if a given product is compatible with a 
particular PC. Previously, this involved searching 
through the product records to determine with which PC's a 
product was tested. Even worse, that product might need 
to be taken from the store room and physically retested 
with a PC if information about compatibility was not 
found. This portion of the database resolves that diffi-
culty by storing that information electronically. Now, a 
form indicating PC compatibility is completed during the 
evaluation of evet PC peripheral and then transferred to 
the database. Afterwards, every time a new PC version is 
released, a list can be generated as to which products 
must be tested; therefore, anyone asking for compatibility 
information can now obtain it instantly witqout difficult 
searching through paper files or old reports. 
The third segment of the database holds the name 
"Engineering" and has the function of storing technical 
data about a given product. The peripheral products have 
been divided into roughly eight different product catego-
ries, and based upon the specific product type pertinent 
product information is reserved. For instance, the main 
technical attributes of an I/0 adapter card would be 
address, interrupts and DMA's used along with power 
consumption off of the PC power lines, and a host of other 
important details. This data is collected and stored so 
• 
' .·)' 
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that at a future time characteristics of a product can be 
recalled without having to search for the product's 
documentation. In addition to the storage properties of 
the product, an algorithm has been developed that will 
, 
evaluate the compatibility of a test I/0 adapter with the 
existing I/0 adapters in the database. This will allow 
the engineer to have a rough idea of which I/0 adapters 
will most likely not coexist under the same cover with 
other I/0 adapters, be it caused by address conflicts or 
shared interrupts or DMA troubles. Finally, an explana-
tion of test procedures to be followed in the 
included on file. 
lab • 1S 
During the initial design of the database, IBM 
management directed that the database be PC based. The 
only problem in using a totally PC based system is the 
singularity in nature of the PC itself. In other words, 
the PC permits only one user to gain access to the data-
base at a time. To implement the database with Complemen-
tary Products under this procedure would most likely have 
involved having one person responsible for maintaining the 
database. The results would have been a an on-line 
database, but probably not wholly accurate due to the 
third party nature of inputting and updating of product 
data. Also, if someone copied the database and then made 
updates to the copy, a proliferation of partially correct 
databases would occur within the department. Realizing 
- 8 -
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the exposure to such a system, the construction of a 
database was also coupled with the installation of a local 
area network (LAN) to facilitate the real-time aspect of 
the database. If the entire department was linked togeth-
er, engineers could easily update information as necessary 
for their products and could gain access to the informa-
tion in the database without having to go through a third 
party. The result of a LAN implemented database made the 
most sense for the department to increase both their 
utilization of the stored data and their productivity. 
So the need for better control over a growing amount 
of information spurred the birth of the Complementary 
Products Engineering Database. Recognizing the importance 
of easily accessible data centrally stored chartered the 
mission of constructing a database to handle pre-release 
status, PC compatibility results, and technical data about 
every OEM peripheral product espoused by the department 
and then implementing a LAN to provide department wide 
access to that information. Since the project began and 
successful results have been demonstrated, other databases 
have been undertaken to further automate the storage and 
retrieval of departmental information. Actually, both 
management and the engineers have acknowledged the useful-
ness of such a pervasive system and realized its power to 
improve operating efficiency. 
. 
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Methodology for Completing Thesis 
Once chartered to implement a database on a LAN, two 
major choices had to be decided prior to beginning work on 
the project. First, which database software to use had to 
be decided. Given free reign to use any software packages 
available to suit the departments needs, contact was made 
with other employees within IBM. An extensive database 
had already been created by a member of the IBM Boca Raton 
staff using Dbase III Plus from Ashton-Tate. Since Dbase 
III Plus was recommended by that • engineer, and received 
high marks during analysis in the June 24, 1986 issue of 
PC Magazine, and more importantly was capable of operating 
on a network, it became the software base for the depart-
ment's database. Compatibility of Dbase software with a 
network is essential, since a network environment places 
stress upon maintaining data integrity while supporting a 
multiple-user environment. 
The second important feature in completing the 
project was the selection of the LAN. Basically, two 
options were available from which to choose, the IBM PC 
Network or the IBM Token-Ring. The PC Network operates on 
the IEEE 802.3 standard which implies that it uses carrier 
sense/collision detect for control. This protocol allows 
any user on the network to talk at any time. The PC from 
which the communications is initiated listens on the line 
for a mirror image of the signal to be sent back from the 
- 10 -
receiving PC. If the packet of information collides with 
another packet of information from a different PC, the 
signal returned to the sending PC is intelligible. The 
originating PC realizes that a data collision has occurred 
and that it must resend the data packet. Before sending 
its signal • again, the operating system of the host PC 
enters into an algorithm that randomly delays the sending 
of the signal to prevent another collision. This network 
protocol operates efficiently in a small network environ-
ment of under 25.; however, • Complementary Products • 1S 
exceeding that size already, and any appreciable growth in 
the future would be noticeable in the response time of the 
network. 
The token-ring option uses the IEEE 802. 4 protocol 
for token passing. Every PC participating on the network 
forms a logical ring with every station having its own 
unique ID. A token is then passed from PC to PC around 
the ring. Once a PC receives the token, it is allowed to 
talk on the network for a prescribed length of time after 
which it must relinquish the token to the next PC in line. 
This orderly passing of the token prevents data collisions 
and permits a large number of users to partake in the 
network without slowing down the operation appreciably. 
Whereas with the PC Network a user could wait indefinitely 
to pass data due to continuous data collisions, a user on 
the Token-Ring network can specifically calculate the 
I 
•• -,1• 
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maximum length of time that one must wait for the token 
(based on the speed of the network, the number of partici-
pating stations, and the lengths of the drops). Given the 
differences between the Token-Ring and the PC Network, the 
Token-Ring was opted for as the network to be used. It 
also allows excellent room for expansion, and bridges and 
gateways can be added to allow connection to a variety of 
host systems. 
An interesting problem that occurred during the con-
struction of the database was the notice of just how slow 
the system operated when a printed report was being 
generated. To compensate for this problem, the department 
has purchased Clipper from Nantucket Corporation which 
compiles Dbase code into machine executable code. This 
makes a dramatic difference, especially since Dbase is an 
interpretive language. Al though Clipper was available 
during the construction phase of the database, it did not 
support operation on a network; therefore, the Autumn '86 
version which supported networking was not obtained until 
the beginning 
of the Dbase 
of(December. As a result, total compilation 
code into Clipper was not completed at the 
time of this writing. Plans for continuing support of the 
database management system have been made and will be an 
' ongoing process. 
Such concern over network compatibil·i ty is important, 
considering that simultaneous writing to an open record of 
- 12 -
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a database by two or more users would result in a definite 
loss of data. The database languages and the operating 
systems of the networks allow the users to lock either 
individual records or entire files from other users; 
therefore, any code created for a single machine must be 
updated to accommodate this capability. 
'\ 
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User's Guide 
The user's guide has been broken down into three 
sections. The first is the general instruction manual for 
using the Complementary Products Engineering Database 
system. The manual takes the user through the database 
step by step, showing all of the menus that exist and 
explaining all of the different options. This manual 
augments the on-line help menu that exists in the data-
base. Moreover, practical examples of the usage of the 
database is shown. 
The second section of the user's guide explains in 
detail all of the fields used in Tracker, specifically the 
types of fields, the field lengths, and the expected 
inputs. This is to assist the Product Engineer in prepar-
ing data for entry into the on-line system according to 
Tracker input document. 
The third part of the user's guide is similar to the 
second in purpose; however, the third document instructs 
the user on how to complete the Data Input Forms used in 
the Engineering section of the document. Correct comple-
tion of this document is essential since the data entered 
under this screen allows the user to perform a compatibil-
ity analysis on I/Q adapter cards. Also, lab personnel 
generally complete the technical information about a 
product and the lab has a high turnover rate due to the 
- 14 -
use of co-ops. As a result, new personnel must quickly 
learn the correct data to be entered. 
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User's Guide to the Complementary Products Database 
The Complementary Products Engineering Database is a 
menu driven database, consisting of over one hundred 
separate programs and subroutines. To the user, opera-
tion of the database system involves entering just one 
command to start the process. After starting the system, 
the menus will guide the user through the system, with 
precautions built in to avoid damaging the database 
integrity. 
To begin operation of the entire system, be sure: 
that the PC is set to the proper directory (TRACKER for 
now). Since the collection of separate programs and 
subroutines have been compiled into one, type MENU to 
begin. The following screen (Figure 1) should appear. 
I C D • P l e • e n t a r y P r o d u c t s E n g . I 
Figure l 
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The Main Menu Screen is divided into four sections. 
The lower right-hand corner has the block entitled 
'INFORMATION' which consists of the current date and time 
(the clock is continuously updating), the option letter 
.. 
for help, and a quick quip that changes daily. The 
on-line help menu will provide user assistance during 
operation in the • ma in menu only. Assistance can be 
obtained by entering the letter 'H'. 
The remaining three blocks are the essential seg-
ments of the database system. In the upper left-hand 
corner is the rectangle labelled 'TRACKER' which signi-
fies the portion of the database which tracks products 
through the release cycle. The upper right-hand side of 
the menu houses 'COMPATIBILITY' , the portion of the 
database concerned with which machines of the PC family 
1 ine a given product has been tested and either proven 
compatible or incompatible . The lower left-hand portion 
of the menu screen called 'ENGINEERING' provides the 
storage location of technical data on a product, compati-
bility analysis and test plan generation. 
Every section of the database is capable of the 
following three functions: data input, data update, and 
data output. Of the three menu subsections, 'TRACKER 1 
has precedence over the other two and must be completed 
prior to any attempt of accessing either 'COMPATIBILITY' 
or 'ENGINEERING'. Under 'TRACKER', options A, B, and C 
. ' - ·- __ ,, _____ _,_~·-'·---·--' ........ -- .... . 
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exist as shown in Figure 1. Selection A, "Add New 
Product," is the operation that must be performed first 
to enter a new product into the database. This particu-
lar function appends a newly activated product in the 
release cycle to the end of the database. To use any 
other function in 'TRACKER I' I COMPATIBILITY I' or I ENGI-
NEERING' that deals with a given product, that product 
name MUST first exist in the Tracker database. (Every 
time new product information is added under 'COMPATIBILI-
TY' 'ENGINEERING', • lS first or the product name 
cross-referenced to Tracker to insure that the same name 
is being used. ) 
Choice B, "Update Existing Record" 
' 
allows the 
product information already available on Tracker to be 
changed and edited, with the exception of Product Name 
and Product Type. The latter two fields are locked as is 
after completion of choice A. (These two fields can be 
updated by accessing the maintenance program, external to 
the main menu. Refer to complete Database User's Guide 
for details.) The final selection under 'TRACKER' is c, 
"Print Tracker Info," whi'ch is a series of submenus that 
makes available a whole variety of printed output. Every 
taste in required output can be satisfied via this menu, 
and exact details will be addressed at later time. 
Under the next section 'COMPATIBILITY', two options 
exist for the user, "Update Released Record" and "Print 
- 18 -
Released Info. " Letter D, "Update Released Record," 
allows the user to add information to the database about 
product compatibility with the existing PC family line. 
Under this heading, the user is queried as to product 
name. Again, this occurs because a product must have 
already been entered in the Tracker prior to being 
released. After release, the compatibility side of the 
database can be completed. As a result, the user cannot 
change the Product Name in this section of the database 
either. (Refer to the maintenance program for this 
capability.) Option E, "Print Released Info," allows the 
printing of compatibility data from a sub-menu (similar 
to the Tracker printing option, but not qui e as exten-
sive.) 
The 'ENGINEERING' portion of the database offers a 
few other options besides the basic input/update/output 
capabilities of the other two menu sections. The first 
three options, F, G, and I allow input, update, and 
output, respectively. Option F, "Input New Technical 
Data, " permits the user to store technical characteris-
tics of a given product based on Product Type. Function-
ally, the user enters the product name, which is again 
cross-referenced to the Tracker database to assure name 
integrity and to provide the product type to the Techni-
cal database. Afterwards, the proper screen format for 
database entry is displayed to the user who enters the 
- 19 -
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data. Similarly, selection of letter G, "Update Techni-
cal Data,'' will show the user the same screens as above 
and is chosen when technical data already exists in the 
database on a given product. As in 'TRACKER' and 'COM-
PATIBILITY', option I, "Print Copy of Tech Data," offers 
the user the ability to print out technical data already 
stored in the database about a given product. Unlike the 
previous two print options' ability to print reports with 
all products listed, the Technical printout can only 
print one complete record at a time. 
The option J and K of 'ENGINEERING' provides an 
extended functional capability to the database. Choosing 
letter J, "I/0 Conflict Determination," provides the user 
with a program that compares a given I/0 adapter card to 
the existing I/0 adapter database through an extensive 
algorithm which determines likely card conflicts. 
Essentially, the output of this program states that for 
the considered I/0 card all other cards listed could not 
coexist within the same PC based on interrupts, DMA, 
address, or program residency. Al though not a perfect 
algorithm, the program manages to highlight truly poten-
tial card conflicts. 
The other option K, "Test Plan Generation" • is an 
on-line test procedure currently employed by the Comple-
mentary Products PC Lab, as noted in written documenta-
tion found in the lab. The test plan . stored with the 
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d~tabase is accessed by entering the product name. As 
with the other programs, the Tracker database is 
cross-referenced to extract the product type. From that 
a listing is displayed on the monitor instructing the 
user to perform a series of tests using the listed PC 
hardware and software, dependent upon the product type. 
With a basic understanding of the • main menu, the 
remainder of this manual will present the procedure to be 
followed in entering a product and all of the screens 
that the user will see. The instruction will be broken 
down into the following sections: Tracker, Compatibili-
ty, and Engineering. Under each section all available 
options in the database will be explored in a sequential 
order. An example will be used to demonstrate the proper 
input of a product. An AST sixpak card will be used as 
an example of how a Product Engineer would utilize the 
database as a storage instrument. The first entry will 
be occurring on the first date indicated in the Main 
Menu, of 01/01/87. All explanations will take place with 
the user starting from the Main Menu {Figure 1). 
I -1. 
. - .. _., ___ ,_.,..., ··-···--- ',' --·---k-·--.--·-···•--. 
. . . . - . . ' ., 
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1. Tracker 
Management has officially announced that the AST 
Sixpak will be evaluated for release by Complementary 
Products Engineering and the database administrator has 
authorized its inclusion in the database. The product 
inputting the ' engineer (PE) 
correct data to 
is now responsible for 
the on-line database. Looking at the 
• 
main menu, the PE selects option A, "Add New Product. " 
The s·creen shown in Figure 2 appears. 
Caapleaent.ary Products Activity Tracker 
Product. Naae: Product Engineer: __ _ 
Product Type (Ent.er t.wa digit nuaber): Last. Update: aa/dd/yy 
A. I/0 Cards B. Other Peripherals 
11. General Adapters 20. Hadeas 70. Print.er 
12. Heaary Cards ao. Monitors 80. Misc. 
1a. Eaulat.or Cards 40. Platters 
14. Net.work Cards 50. Net.work Devices 
15. Hise I/0 Cards 60. Storage/Backup Devices 
Initiated Act.ion (ISG, GEN, FSD, SER>: 
Activity CA=Act.ive. D=Drapped, H=Hold, R=Released): 
Product. Requires POP CY/NJ? Oa Additional Caaaent.s Exist. CY/NJ? __ _ 
Press PGDN t.a •ave ta the next screen, CTRL-END to finish 
Figure 2 
By pressing the page down (PGDN) button, the screen 
advances to Figure 3. 
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Ordered Product: 
--'--'-- Preli•. Safety Evaluation: I I 
- -- -
Received Product: / / 
-- - ---
Preli•. Functional Evaluation: / / 
---
RELEVANT PRODUCT DATES TARGET DATES ACTUAL DATES 
Product. Revi5ed . . . . . . . . I I I I 
Functional Evaluation . . . . . I I I I 
FCC Verification. . . . . . . . I I I I 
Product Safety Review Board . I I I I . 
Engineering Release ' . . . . . . I I I I 
--
' 
Press PGUP ta •ave back a screen, CTRL-ENO ta finish 
Figure 3 
As stated at the bottom of the screen, pressing page 
up (PGUP) will return the screen to Figure 2. The PE 
then proceeds to fill • in the screens with information, as 
shown below • Figure 4. (Each field • in is completed 
according to the Instruction for Completing the Tracker 
Document) Notice that every new product must have a 
minimum of five completed fields: Product Name, Product 
Engineer, Product Type, Initiated Action, and Activity. 
. 
' 
•. j. .. 
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Coapleaentary Product& Activity Tracker 
AST SIXPAK Product. Naae: 
-----------------
Product. Engineer: KJD 
Product. Type (Ent.er t.wo digit. nuaber>: 11 
8. 
Last. Updat.e: / / 
A. I/0 Cards 
11. General Adapters 
12. Meaory Cards 
13. Eaulat.or Cards 
14. Net.work Cards 
15. Hise 1/0 Cards 
Other Peripherals 
20. Modems 70. Print.er 
ao. Monitors 80. Hise. 
40. Plotters 
50. Net.work Devices 
60. Storage/Backup Devices 
Init.iat.ed Act.ion (ISG, GEN, FSD, SER>: ISG 
Act.ivit.y (A=Act.ive, D=Dropped, H=Hold, R=Released): A 
Product. Requires PDP (YIN>? N Do Additional Coaaents Exist. (YIN>? Y 
Press PGON to aove to the next. screen, CTAL-END t.o finish 
Ordered Product.: 12/ 25/ 86 Preli•. Safet.y Evaluation: 
--'--'-
Received Product.: 01/ 01/ 87 Preli•. Functional Evaluation: / / 
-- -- --
RELEVANT PRODUCT DATES TARGET DATES ACTUAL DATES 
Product. Revised . . . . . . . . I I I I 
-- --- -- ---
Functional Evaluation . . . . . 03/ 15/ 87 I I 
-- --
FCC Veri-fication. . . . . . . . 02/ 26/ 87 I I 
-- --
Product. Safety Review Board . . 03/ 23/ 87 I I 
---
---
Engineering Release . . . . . . 04/ 01/ 87 I I 
-- ---
Press PGUP t.o aove back a screen, CTRL-END t.o ~inish 
Figure 4 
After entering all of the data, the PE can either 
press Enter to get through all of the fields or can press 
CTRL-END. Due to the "Y" answer in the field "Do Addi-
tional Comments Exist (Y/N)?" the system responds with 
the following prompt: 
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You have 
with this 
indicated the desire to 
record. Is tr.at correct 
include 
(y/n)? 
a note 
Acknowledging that as correct then provides the PE with 
the following screen for entering comments. Answering 
Yes to the question "Do Additional Comments Exist" • in 
Figure 2 is the only means to obtain Figure 5 from this 
particular option. Figure 6 shows information that has 
been entered about the AST Sixpak. 
Please enter your coaaents in the fields below. 
Pressing Ent.er advances to the next. line. You have 
10 lines t.o complete all of your coaaent.s and not.es. 
If you need additional spaces include the naae of a 
separate PE2 file where additional not.es are saved. 
******************************************************************************** 
------
------ ----------------------
-----·-- ·---------- ·-- --------·------·------
--------· -----------------------------------------------------~-
----------------------------------------
----------·-------~~--~~--~~---~---~--~----~-------
******************************************************************************** Press Ctrl-End when finished entering the coaaent.s. 
Figure 5 
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- -----.. -- -- -·---- ___________ ,, ____ ._ __ . ---- '-. --· 
/ 
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' 
Please enter your coa•ents in the fields below. 
Pressing Enter advances to ~he nex~ line. Yau have 
10 lines ta ca~plete all of your ca••ents and notes. 
If you need additional spaces include the naae of a 
separate PE2 file where additional notes are saved. 
******************************************************************************** 
Three of these products have been received. 
-------------------·--------Na safe~y issues seea apparent. 
----------------·-------------------------
~----·-------------- -· ------- -·----· ----·--·----
------------- ------·------·-----
--· -- --------------------·------------------------------------
---~------- -~- ----------·----- ---------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
·-- ---------·------ ---------
------- ·- ------------------------ ----------
-----------·------·-- - --------------- --- -----
******************************************************************************** 
Press C~rl-End when finished entering the coaaents. 
Figure 6 
After all of the comments have been entered, the PE 
could exit by either pressing Enter through all of the 
available lines or by striking CTRL-END. At this point 
the data entered for the Tracker is checked to make sure 
that it is correct as defined. If the data is correct, 
the following prompts appear: 
Should it be saved as is? (Yes/ No/ Abandon J 
If Yes i's chosen, the data is saved in the database. 
• 
If 
No l.S selected, the control returns back to the first 
input screen (Figure 4). If the PE select Abandon, the 
program returns immediately to the Main Menu, Figure 1. 
If the answer • is Yes or No, the systems prompts the 
answer to the following question: 
Would you like to append another record? (y/n) 
Answering Yes cleans the screen and returns the user to 
Figure 2, otherwise a No sends the user back to the Main 
"" Menu, Figure 1. Assume that the PE answers No and 
returns to the main menu . 
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Being a good PE, work gets finished and target dates 
turn into actual dates. The dates that were originally 
input as targets finally become actual dates and are 
ready to be input into the Tracker as an update. From 
the Main Menu, option 'B' is selected and the following 
message appears on the screen: 
Enter Product Name: 
Type? for directory or EXIT to return to Main Menu 
To find the proper record, "AST Sixpak" is entered on the 
line. After searching the Tracker database, the system 
responds as following: 
Enter Product Name: 
Type? for directory or EXIT to return to Main Menu 
AST SIXPAK 
Is selection correct (Y/N)? 
The PE then enters 'Y' and the system brings up the 
filled input screen as in Figure 4. The only difference 
in this screen is that the Product Name and Product type 
are restricted from change. (If they must be changed, 
use the maintenance software to effectively change .all 
appropriate databases.) After changing portions of the 
data, the screen looks like Figure 7. In the same 
procedure as in option 'A' 
' 
the changed data can be 
saved, not saved, or abandoned. Choosing to save or not 
save allows the question for updating another record to 
appear, as before. So for now assume that the record has 
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Co•plamentary Products Activit~ Tracker 
Product Naaa: AST SIXPAK _______ ~---~·--~--- Product Engineer: KJD 
Product Type (Enter two digit nu•ber): 11 Last Update: 01/01/87 
A. 1/0 Cards 
11. General Adapters 
12. He•ory Cards 
13. E•ulator Cards 
14. Net.work Cards 
15. Misc 1/0 Cards 
B. Other Peripherals 
20. Modeas 70. Print.er 
90. Monitors 80. Hise. 
40. Plotters 
50. Network Devices 
60. Storage/Backup Devices 
Initiated Action (ISG, GEN, FSD, SER>: ISG 
Activity (A=Active, [)zc0ropped, H=Hold, R=Released): A 
Product Requires PDP (Y/NJ? N Do Additional Coaaents Exist (Y/NJ? Y 
Press PGDN to aove to the next screen, CTAL-END to finish 
Ordered Product.: 12/ 25/ 86 
01/ 01/ 87 
Preli•. Safety Evaluation: 
-'--'--
/ I Received Product: Preli•. Functional Evaluation: 
- -- -
REI EVANT PRODUCT DATES TARGET DATES ACTUAL OATES 
Product Revised . . . . . . 
-
. I I I I 
-- --- -- --
Functional Evaluation . . . . . 03/ 15/ 87 02/ 26/ 87 
FCC Verification. . 
-
. . . 
-
. 02/ 26/ 87 02/ 26/ 87 
Product Safety Review Board . . 03/ 29/ 87 I I 
-- --
Engineering Release . . . . . . 04/ ()1/ 87 I I 
--
Press PGUP to •ave back a screen, CTRL-END to finish 
Please enter your coaaent.s in the fields below. 
Pressing Enter advances to the next. line. You have 
10 lines to coaplete all of your coaaent.s and not.es. 
If you need additional spaces include the naae of a 
separate PE2 file where additional not.es are saved. 
******************************************************************************** Three of these products have been received·------~-----------------------~ No safety issues see• apparent.. 
---------------------- ----------------~-Product evaluated ahead of schedule - do I get. a raise?~---------
-----
-----~-~------
--------------------- ·------------------------~------------~-- --
------------------------------------------------------------------------
-~·--------------~---------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------·------------------------------------
---·-------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------~--******************************************************************************** Press Ctrl-End when finished entering the coa•ents. 
Figure 7 
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been changed and the PE has returned to the Main Menu, 
Figure 1. 
After the PE has added a new product to the Tracker 
or has updated product information, a hard copy printout 
may be required. 
enters the letter 
From the Ma in Menu, Figure 1, the PE 
IC I for "Print Tracker Info" and • 1S 
given the sub-menu shown in below in Figure 8. 
I C o • p 1 e • e n t. a r y p r O d U C t. S E n g . I 
~· ~~~~ r-,, TRACKER ,1 ~~111 .11 TRACKER PRINTING OPTIONS ,r~ 1 I :: ~==a~:wE:~::~~; Record ~ •- ';;;::::~~e~::s::n~~s, I ~ c_ Print Tracker Info ~,~,~~~~ 2. Critical Dates List ~ ~ ~ (Per Month Basis> ~ ;~ 
~'=:, ;;s [ ~~ 3. Lists Co•plet.e Product ~ 
*.,."-I[ ENGINEERING 11~~~ !;.:; ~;:~~=:"~a~:=~enu ~ i .- ._ ~~ 4. List of Engineering ~ ,.s ~~ ~ ~ F. Input New Technical Data ~ Release Dates. ~ 
.:,: G U d T h . 1 0 ta ~-~,:-~~}~ ~ ;~ . p ate ec nica a. • -s 
~"' ~ ~~ R ~ I. Print Copy of Tech Data ~~- 5. Exit. ~ 
-~ J. I/0 Conflict. Oeterainat.ion ~ ~ ~ K. Test. Plan Generation ·~ Enter Nuaber ( 1-5): ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~~Enter Select.ion(~- K, or X t.o quit>J~ 
Figure 8 
The right side of the Main Menu is overlaid with-the 
block called I TRACKER PRINTING OPTIONS I • Under that 
title are listed four options to select different output 
forms. If the PE desired a list of pending products, he 
would select number 1 for "Pending/Released List" which 
provides another sub-menu. Figure 9 shows the sub-menu 
overlaid on the left side of Figure 8. The block 'REPORT 
OF ENG. PRODUCTS' requires three different input requests 
' \' . 
... , ... 
-·----·------:·~-~---·-·---·-' - .. ' ... 
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to finally get the system compiling the requested data. 
The first request is for the selection of option A, B, c, 
D or X to exit. If selection 'A' was chosen, the user 
would be prompted to select either 1 or 2 to determine 
whether all products in the database or just those which 
have not been released should be printed. Those two 
segments are separated by the line running across the 
block. I C o • p 1 e • e n t. a r y p r D d U C t. S E n g . l 
Figure 9 
If the PE selected choice 'A' and then 1 2 1 , a prompt 
would appear to enter the physical order as to how.the 
output should be arranged. Figure 10 below shows that 
choice overlaid in the lower left-hand corner of the 
menu. 
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I C o • p 1 e • e n t. a r y P r o d u c t. s E n g . I 
~ ,~"WI ,,~~  ·II REPORT OF ENG. PRODUCTS I --i- ~ I TRACKER PRINTING OPTIONS . =~~ .· 
·. ~ . . ~ ~ A. Print. all Product In-ro. ~ 1. Pending/Released List. ~ ~ (Require wide carriage pt.r) ~ (Provides sub-aenu) I ~ B. Print Listing Showing ~ 2. Critical Dates List. ~ ~ Target or Actual Oat.es ~ (Per Hont.h Basis> I ~ C. Print. Comparison o-r ~ 3. Lists Coaplet.e Product. I i D. ~;~~:t.A~!~a~c~~:!s Oat.es I !~:; !~:!~=~n:a~~=:ent.s 1~1 ~ ~ 4. List. o-r Engineering -~ X. Exit. and Return Hain Henu ~ Release Dates. ~ I • I ~ ORDER OF OUTPUT ~ 5. Exit. ~ ~ 1. By Product. Engineer ~ ~ ~ 2. By Product Type ~~~~~~'$ Ent.er Nuaber ( 1-5>: ~ ~ ~. ~ 
~~~~SEIFCT~ TER: ~~
Figure 10 
The PE must decide whether to have the output 
arranged by Product Engineers or by Product Type and 
enter 1 or 2, respectively. After completing this number 
entry, the PC will respond by beginning to accumulate the 
results. At this point the PC • l.S actually writing the 
requested report to a disk file. Upon completion of the 
report generation, the user will be asked to ready the 
printer. The DOS Print command will be used to output 
the disk file in which the report • l.S stored to the 
printer as a background job. (This allows continued 
operation of the database system while the file prints. 
Each menu choice • in Figure 9 for printing the 
Tracker data simply modifies the output to accommodate 
the different users' needs. The choice of 'A' to ''Print 
all Product Info" basically dumps all of the available 
stored data to the printer. Due to the extreme width of 
' 
........ -·- .. ..... ' ,' ~.-,~ -. 
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' 
a wide carriage dot-matrix printer the data, • lS required . 
The printer uses compressed mode to output the data which 
just fits with the wide carriage. Figure 11 has a sample 
of the output with the choices of 1 to "Print all Prod-
ucts in the Database". Right below Figure 11 is Figure 
12 which is selection 'A', but uses the next choice as 2 
for "Pending Products Only" and has the output ordered 
according 2 which • lS "By Product Type". The print 
for "Product Engineer" is similar Figure 12, except 
the order or product arrangement is different. 
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Selections B, c, or D from the print menu, Figure 9, 
only allow choices 1 or 2 to follow (Print all products 
or only pending products. ) If the PE chose 'B-1', the 
output would look like Figure 13. As can be noted from 
the example, the product name, product engineer, division 
initiating product, ordered product date, received 
product date and preliminary evaluation dates are listed 
out as entered; however, the last five dates starting 
with Product Revised are represented by either the actual 
or target dates and labelled with an A or T, respective-
ly. An actual date • lS printed if it exists, otherwise 
the target is printed. If neither actual nor target date 
exists, then the field is left blank. 
Immediately below Figure 13 is the printout for the 
selection of 'B-2' , the target or actual dates for 
pending products only (Figure 14). 
COHPLEHENTARY PRODUCTS DATA BASE 
OF ALL PRODUCTS PENDING AND RELEASED 
~======~~==~~~=~~~~~===========~~=== 
Listing af Target or Actual Dites Report as af Ha,11b1r 21, 1986 at 09:48:29 
Last Upditl DI D1t1b1se was 09/11186 at 12:38:38 
Preli1. Preli1. 
Prad Ordered Recei,ed Function S1fet1 Product Function FCC Eng. 
l1111f1ct1r1r I Praduct Eng. Init Product Product E,al. EYil. Re,ised Ewill. Ueri f. PSRB Re lease 
----- --- --
CARD 
AST SIXPAIC a ICJD ISC 12/25186 01/01/87 ----- ------ 02/26187A 02/26187A 03/23/87A 04/01/97A 
"OINTDR 
DENO PRODUCT 1 a AB GEN 11130186 01/01/87 --~ ---- ---- 02/2B/97T 03120/97T 05115/871 05/25/87T 
PRINTER 
TEST PR INTEII a KJD SEIi 08128/86 09115186 09/22/86 09/27/86 10/28/86A 12102186T 12/07/86112/20/96112/21/B6T 
Figure 13 
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COHPLEHENTARY PRODUCTS DATA BASE 
OF PRODUCTS PENDING ENGINEERING RELEASE 
Listing Df Tirget Dr Actual Dates RtpDrt 11 Df NDw11b1r 21, 1986 at 09:25:08 
L11t Up~te a1 D1t1b1111111 09/11186 at 12:38:38 
Preli1. Pr1li1. 
PrDd Order1d Recei,ed Faactia1 ~f111 Pradact Fu1c1ian FCC Eng. 
lla11f1ctarer 1 ·11raduct Eng. Iait PrDdact Praduct E,al. E,al. Re,ised E,11. Vtrif. PSRB RtlHlt 
----
IMIINTOR 
DENO PRODUCT 1 t AB CEN 11/30/86 01101187 ------ 02/28/87T 03/20/87T 05115187T 05/25/B7T 
PRINTER 
TEST PRINTER t rJD SER 08128186 09115/86 09122/86 09127/86 1D/28/86A 12/02186112107186T 12l20/B6T 12/21/861 
Figure 14 
The 'C' selection under the Figure 9 menu displays 
only the product name, product • engineer, and the five 
target dates and five actual dates. Figure 15 • is an 
example of the complete database printout (option 1) and 
Figure 16 shows the listing of only products pending 
release (option 2). As with all printing programs, blank 
dates are replaced with '---------' • 
COHPLEHENTARY PRODUCTS DATA BASE 
OF ALL PRODUCTS PENDING AND RELEASED 
Target ,ersas Actual Dates Repart as Df Na,eaber 21, 1986 at 09:48:39 
List Update DI D1t1b1se 111s 09111/86 it 12:38:38 
TARGET DATES ACfUAL DATES 
PrD Product Function FCC Eng. PrDdaci Function FCC 
11ia1f1ctorer / Product Eng Revised Evil. Verif. PSRB Release Re,ised E,11. Verif. PSRB 
CARD 
Eag. 
RelHlil 
AST SIXPAK a KJD 
-- 03115187 02/26/87 03/23/97 04101/87 
-- 02126197 02126/87 03123/87 04/01/87 
"DINTOR 
DEl10 PRODUCT 1 t AB 
-- 02128187 03/20/87 05/15/87 05/25187 
PRINTER 
TEST PRINTER t KJD 11101/86 12102/86 12107/86 12/20/86 12/21/86 10128186 - - -·~~ 
Figure 15 
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COHPLEHENTARY PRODUCTS DATA BASE 
OF PRODUCTS PENDING ENGINEERING RELEASE 
T1rge\ ,ersas Act~l D1te1 
Last Upd1\e a1 D1t1ba11 was 09/11/86 at 12:38:38 
TARGET DATES 
Pra Prad1ct F11ctian FCC 
Repar\ 11 af Nav11ber 21, 1986 a\ 09:25:19 
ACTUAL DA TES 
llal1f1ct1rer / Pradact Eag Rtwised E,al. Verif. 
Eng. Prad1ct Functiaa FCC 
PSRB Release Re,ised Eval. Uerif. PSRB 
IIQOODR 
DE110 PRODUCT 1 t AB 
-- 02/28/87 03/20/87 05/15/87 05/25/87 
PBJMTER 
Eng. 
Release 
TE5T PRINTER t I.JD 11/01/86 12/02/86 12/07/86 12/20/86 12/21/86 10/28/86 --------
Figure 16 
Choice 'D' of the print menu in Figure 9 offers the 
ability to print only actual dates and just the engineer-
ing release target date. (This can be used if another 
organization desires status reports and engineering only 
wants that group to see completed dates as opposed to 
target dates. ) In this fashion every date column • 1S 
listed, but only actual dates are printed. The engineer-
ing release date has an 'A' or 'T' adjacent to the date 
to signify whether it is the actual or target date, 
respectively. Just as for the earlier print menu . op-
tions, ID' also offers the capability to select the 
printout to include all products in the database (option 
1, Figure 17) , or to list only those products still 
pending release (option 2, Figure 18). Also note, just 
as in the other print options, the date and time when the 
report • 1S generated • 1S printed in the upper right-hand 
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corner. Likewise, the date and time of the database's 
last update is also included in the report. 
COHPLEHENTARY PRODUCTS DATA BASE 
OF ALL PRODUCTS PENDING AND RELEASED 
-------~-~----~--~~----~---~-------~ Actu1l D1t11 ar Eag Rel T1rget 01\1 Report 11 af Na,e1b1r 21, 1986 1t 09:-48:50 
Last Update a1 Database 1111 09/11/86 at 12:38:38 
Pr1li1. Preli•. 
Prad Ordered Received F1nctia1 Safe\, Pradac\ Fa1ctia1 FCC 
lla11f1c\arer / Prod1c\ Eng. Iai\ Product Pr1d1ct E,11 . E,al. Re,ised Eral. Utrif . PSRB 
E1g. 
Release 
CARD 
AST SIXPAK 
IIOINTOR 
DDIO PRODUCT 1 
PRINT£11 
TEST PRINTER 
----
- ----- --- 02/26/87 02/26/87 03/23/87 0~/01/87A t IJD ISC 12/2!1/86 01/01/87 
-
-- --- --- --- ---- --- 05/2!1/87T t AB C£H 11/30/86 11/01/87 
t IJD SER 08/28186 19/l!li86 09122/86 09/27186 10128186 ------- 12/211861 
Figure 17 
COHPLEHENTARY PRODUCTS DATA BASE 
OF PRODUCTS PENDING ENGINEERING RELEASE 
Actual Dates ar Eng Rel Target Date Repart as af Na,e1ber 21, 1986 at 09:25:27 
Last Update a1 Database 111s 09/11/86 at 12:38:38 
Preli1. Preli•. 
lla11fact1rer / Praduct 
Prod Ordered Received F1actia1 Safett Pradact F1nctian FCC Eag. 
Eag. Init Pradact Prad1ct E,11. E,11. 0 Re,ised Eva!. Verif. PSRB R,l~se 
----
IIOINTDR 
DEIIO PRODUCT 1 t AB C£H 11130186 01/01/87 ------------- 15125/8TT 
PRINTER 
TEST PRINTER t IJD SER 18/28186 09/15186 09122/86 09/27/86 10/28/86 ------ 12121186T 
Figure 18 
Having finally progressed through the different 
print options for choice 1 under the 'TRACKER PRINTING 
OPTIONS' (Figures), the procedures to print choices 2-3 
will be discussed . suppose the PE would like a listing 
of all products with either an actual or target date in a 
g.i ven month. (This would be desirable so that management 
could understand which products have target dates • in a 
- 37 -
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particular month and then request the same printout at 
• the end of the month to measure which target dates were 
met.) 
I 2 I 
I 
19. 
A PE desiring this type of output would choose 
thus resulting in the screen shown below in Figure 
I C o • P 1 e • e n t a r y P r o d u c t. s E n g . I 
,.11 TARGET OR ACTUAL DATES/HONTH ,iTi, TRACKER PRINTING OPTIONS 11~, I Prin• all products with either I 1. Pending/Re1eased List ; ~ target. or actual dates in the ~ (Provides sub-aenul ~ ~ aont.h of ~ 2. Critical Dates List. ~ I Is 1isted •onth correct?IY/Nl ~ a. ~~=:s"~:::,:::i:;oduct I ~ ii Info Including Coaments ~ ~ 1. Search for Target. dates. ~ ( Per Product. Basis> !:;it I 2. Search for Actual dates. il~I~.~ 4. ~!;:a:! ~.l~. :~!:~ering I 
~ Select. Nuaber: ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ 5. Exit. ~ ~ Are you using eighty coluan ~ ~ paper? (Y/N} Ent.er Nuaber (1-5): ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Ent.er X t.o Exit. or C t.o Continue: ~~
Figure 19 
The box entitled I TARGET OR ACTUAL DATES/MONTH' 
overlays the left-hand portion of the menu. The box is 
then subdivided into three sections by the horizontal 
lines. The PE must answer questions • 1n each section 
starting at the top. The first question actually lists 
the current month (taken from PC memory) and queries the 
user if that • lS the desired month to • examine. If the 
month is incorrect, the PE is given the option to enter 
the correct month ranging from 1-12. The command drops 
to the second subsection and the PE must enter whether 
the printout should contain products with either target 
- 38 -
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dates or actual dates in the selected month (the month 
chosen in the top subsection) . The third subsection 
contains the question as to whether eighty column paper 
or wider paper is being used. After these questions are 
completed the information is compiled to disk and then 
sent to the printer. with the DOS Print command. / In this 
I 
· example (Figure 20), the PE selected for products with 
target dates in the month of November to be printed. 
Take note that the month on which the printout searched 
is printed in the title and that ''Search on Target Dates'' 
is listed on the left-hand line below the title. 
COHPLEHENTARY PRODUCTS DATA BASE 
OF PRODUCTS WITH CRITICAL NOUEHBER DATES 
s~rch 01 T1rgei D1ies 
Lisi ditibise 1pd1ie lliS 01 09/11/86 i\ 12:38:38 
TARGET DATES 
Pro Producl Fanclioa FCC 
Repar\ 11 af Na,e1ber 21, 1986 i\ 09:25:59 
ACTUAL DATES 
Eng. Prad1c\ Funclion FCC 
lli11f1ci1rer I Prodac\ Eag Re,i1ed EYil. Uerif. PSRB Rele1se Re,ised Ewil. Uerif. PSRB 
Eng. 
Aele1se 
-- -
PRINTER 
TEST PRIHTEA t ICJD 11/01/86 12/02/86 12/07/86 12/20/86 12/21/86 10/28/86 --------
Figure 20 
Returning to the 'TRACKER PRINTING OPTIONS' menu in 
Figure 8, assume that the PE selects number 1 3', "Lists 
Complete Product Info Including Comments." This particu-
lar option is the only option by which individual product 
data can be printed including the additional comment 
fields. Also, this menu provides a single sheet printed 
output for individual products; however, three choices 
for type of data output does exist. The screen complete-
- 39 -
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ly overlays the menu of Figure 8 as shown in Figure 21. 
The choice 1 1 1 provides the capability to print out user 
selected product data. Choice 1 2 1 allows an entire list 
of products with similar status to be printed, and 1 3 1 
allows the same list to be printed except that 
determined by product type. 
• 
I-
COHPLETE PRODUCT STATUS MENU 
1. Print complete in~oraation o~ an individual product. 
2. Print coaplete in~or•ation ~or a series of products 
with the saae status (Active~ Dropped, Hold, Released>. 
I 
a. Print complete inforaation for a series of product types 
(Printer, Modem, Monitor, 
Plotter, Network, Card, 
Misc, Storage> . 
~- Exit report and return to aain aenu. 
SEJ ECT NUHBER: 
Figure 21 
it • 1S 
For this example, the PE selected number 1 and 
received the following display (Figure 22). 
I COMPLETE PRODUCT STATUS MENU I 
Enter Product Name: 
----- ·--------·-- --------
? for directory,* to Print Results, or QUIT for Hain Menu 
Figure 22 
The PE must now enter the product type. Remember 
from page 8 that the example product used was AST Sixpak. 
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The PE enters AST Sixpak on the line and has the computer 
search the database. Once the product has been found, ·, 
the user is queried to determine if the product listed is 
correct (Figure 23). If the product had been unknown, 
the user could have entered 1 ? 1 to obtain a directory of 
all available products. During the directory which pages 
across the screen, the user can hit ESC at any time to 
return to the input request "Enter Product Name:". 
I COMPLETE PRODUCT STATUS MENU I 
Enter Product Naae: AST SIXPAK 
-----------------
? for directory,* to Print Results, or QUIT for Hain Henu 
AST SIXPAK 
Is selection correct (YIN>? 
-
Figure 23 
The PE confirms that AST SIXPAK • is the correct 
product name. The system then accumulates the results 
onto disk. Before sending the disk file to the printer, 
the screen in Figure 22 returns to allow the user acQess 
any other product records before printing the results. A 
twofold reason exists for this concern, the first being 
convenience for the user since it is better to accumulate 
a number of output documents before sending the file into 
a background printing job. The second and most important 
reason for this format is the structure of Dbase which 
6 
.- ,. 
' 
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controls the opening and closing of disk files. If the 
PE wanted to print more than one product sheet in a row, 
and if each disk file accommodated only one product, then 
a repetitive attempt to store data to the disk file would 
erase the disk file data outgoing to the printer. In 
other words, the same disk file name is used, and every 
time the program opens it to store new product informa-
tion, it erases the old data. But for AST SIXPAK, the PE 
enters '*' after the data has been compiled and the 
output looks like Figure 24 below. 
·- 42 -
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AS• SXXPAI< 
Report as o~ Naveaber 21, 1986 at 09:26:28 
Last update on this record: 04/01/87 
Peripheral Type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CARD 
Product Engineer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . KJO 
Product Activity (Active, Dropped, Hold, Released> .. R 
Division that Initiated Action ..................... ISG 
Requires PDP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N 
Date Product Ordered ........•...................... 12/25/86 
Date Product Received .............................. 01/01/87 
Date of Preliainary Safety Evaluation ............. . 
Date of Preliainary Functional Evaluation ......... . 
Product Revised 
Functional Evaluation 
FCC Verification 
Product Safety Review Board 
Engineering Release 
TARGET DATES 
03/15/87 
02/26/87 
03/23/87 
04/01/87 8 
ACTUAL DATES 
02/26/87 
02/26/87 
03/23/87 
04/01/87 
8 Indicates that the Engineering Release Target Date has been changed within the past seven days. 
Additional Coaaents 
Three of these products have been received. 
No safety issues see• apparent. 
Product evaluated ahead of schedule - do I get a raise? 
Figure 24 
If the PE desired to select option '2' from the 
'COMPLETE PRODUCT STATUS MENU', the screen would return 
to prompt the user as ir1 Figure 25 below. 
• 
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I COMPLETE PRODUCT STATUS MENU I 
1. Print coaplete information of an individual product. 
2. 
a. 
,4. 
Print coaplete inforaation for a series of products 
with the saae status (Active. Dropped. Hold. Released). 
Enter Search Status <A, o. H, R>: 
Print coaplete inforaation for a series of product types 
<Printer, Modem, Monitor, 
Plotter, Network, Card, 
Hise, Storage>. 
Exit report and return to aain aenu. 
SELECT NUMBER: 
Figure 25 
Similarly, choosing option '3 ' from the menu • in 
Figure 21 results in the necessity to answer two ques-
tions as shown below in Figure 26. 
I 
1_ 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
COMPLETE PRODUCT STATUS MENU 
Print coaplet.e in-formation o-f an individual product. 
Print coaplet.e inforaat.ian far a series of products 
with the saae stat.us (Active, Dropped, Hald, Released). 
I 
Print caap1et.e in-faraatian for a series of product. types 
Ent.er Product. Type: 
------
Ent.er Search Status CA, o. H, 
(Print.er, Modem, Monitor, 
Plott.er, Net.work, Card, 
Misc, Storage> . 
R, * [For al1 st.atusJ>: 
Exit report and return ta main aenu . 
SELECT NUMBER: 
Figure 26 
Option '3' from Figure 26 allows the PE to define a 
search for product based on the Product Type and the 
Status of the product. Both options '2' and '3' output 
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' , 
written reports looking exactly the same as in Figure 24, 
the only difference being in quantity . 
The final 'TRACKER PRINTING OPTION' as noted in the 
menu (Figure 8) is choice number 4, the "List of Engi-
neering Release Dates". This option is primarily used to 
other list just ' . engineering the release date and no 
dates. By selecting this option, the following screen 
appears (Figure 27). 
I C o • p l e • e n t a r y Products E n g . I 
~ 
DATES ,,~~,, TRACKER PRINTING OPTIONS ,,~, fll PRINT RELEASE ~ ~ 1. Print all Products in the ~ 1. Pending/Released List ~ ~ ~ ~ ~'N Database ll (Provides sub-menu> -~ ~ 2. Critical Dates List ~ ~-- ~ ~ ~ 2. Pending Products Only ~ (Per Month Basis) ~ ~ 3 . Lists Complete Product ~ ~ ,1 ~ ~ 3. Pending Products for a Info Including Caaaents ~ ~ Particular Division ~ (Per Product Basis) ·" ~ ~ ~ I 4. List. a-f Engineering ~ ~ Release Dates. ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ 4. EXIT 5. Exit ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ENTER NUMBER: Ent.er Nuaber ( 1-5 >: ~ 
(~ 
~ ~ ~ 
-~Ent.er Selection K, or X t.o quit)J~~ 
Figure 27 
PE faces three ' again, Once the possible of ways 
printing the output. Selecting option '1' essentially 
dumps all release date information to the printer (Figure 
28) • 
.. 
( 
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CONPLEHENTARY PRODUCTS DATA BASE 
OF ALL PRODUCTS PENDING AND RELEASED 
Ellgia,,ring Rele1se T1rget D1tes 1s of 09/11/86 1t 12:38:38 
Report printed Na,e1b,r 21, 1986 1t 09:27:09 
Prod Req Eng. 
ltA11f1cturer / Prad1c1 Eng. Act l1it PDP Aele11, 
------
y 
I AST 5IXPAI IJD A IS; N 0~/01/87 
!IOINTOA 
I DEtlll PRODUCT 1 AB H CEH N 05/25/87 
PRINTER 
I T£5T PRINTER I.JD A SER N 12/21/86 
Figure 28 
. The PE also has the option to select 1 2 1 which would 
provide only pending products in a similar list to the 
one above (Figure 28). Choosing option 1 3 1 provides the 
user with yet another print menu as depicted in Figure 
29. 
I Coap1eaent.ary Produc"t.s Eng. I 
~I ~I~~~~ i ·J PRINT RELEASE DATES I . ~-1-11 TRACKER PRINTING OPTIONS ,,~1 ~ 1. Prin"t. all Produc"t.s in the ~~~ 1. Pending/Released List ~ ~ ~ ,...~ Data.base ~~ ( Provides sub-menu) ::::.::: ~ ~ 
~'"~' 
~ 2. Critical Dates List. ~ ~ 2. Pending Products Only ( Per Month Basis) · ::::.::: I ~~~~ 3. Lists Coaplet.e Product m 
;s~:::,1:: 3. Pending Products -f'or a ~~ In-fo Including Com,.ent.s ~ ~ ~ ~ Particular Division (Per Product. Basis) I ~ ~:~ : ~:~ II "I. ~:~:a:! ~::::~ering I 
1 ., . EXe:i;::."R DIUISIDHc __ I S. Exi> ; i ~ ~ ~ ENTER NUMBER : Ent.er Nu aber ( 1-5 > : ~ 
~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-®:-E-n-t.e-r-Se_l...,..ec_t._i-on---1(~ K. or X t.o quit.)::J~~ 
Figure 29 
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Under option 3 of the subsection the user is expect-
ed to enter the number representing one of the four 
divisions listed. In this fashion, only products initi-
ated by that particular division will be listed 
output similar to that of Figure 28. 
• 1n an 
Believe it or not, that concludes the available 
print options under the 'TRACKER' portion of the data-
base . The PE has just more than eighty unique printed 
outputs from which to choose. In addition, the PE has 
completed the three different sections under I TRACKER' 
and now can add brand new product data, update it, and 
print it out. That same user must now learn how to gain 
access to the Compatibility portion of the database. 
':' :- · ... ' . 
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2. Compatibility 
The product loaded into Tracker earlier in this 
manual, the AST SIXPAK, has finally been approved for 
release. The user must now update the entire database 
which includes both Tracker and Compatibility. 
five pieces of data must be changed on-line: 
At least 
I. Activity - Tracker 
II. 
III. 
Actual Engineering Release Date - Tracker 
Part Number - Compatibility. 
' 
IV. Divisions Supporting the Product - Compatibili-
ty 
v. PC Compatibility - Compatibility 
To change I and II requires returning to Tracker and 
updating the data. The updated screen with the proper 
activity and date is shown in Figure 30. 
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Coapleaent.ary Product.s Act.ivi ·r.y Tracker 
Product. Naae: AST SIXPAK 
--------·--
Product. Engineer: KJD 
Product. Type (Ent.er two digit. nuaber): 11 Last. Updat.e: 03/23/87 
A. I/0 Cards B. Ct.her Peripheral& 
11. Generil.l Adapters 20. Hodeas 70. Print.er 
12. Meaory Cards 
13. Eaulat.or Cards 
ao. 
40. 
Monitors 80. Hise. 
Plot.t.ers 
14. Net.work 
15. Hise I/0 
Cards 
Cards 
50. 
60. 
Net.work Devices 
St.orage/Backup Devices 
Init.iat.ed Act.ion CISG, GEN, FSD, SER>: ISG 
Activity (A=Act.ive, D=Dropped, H=Hold, R=Released>: R 
Product. Requires PDP (YIN>? N Do Additional Coaaent.s Exist. CY/N)? Y 
Press PGDN t.o aove t.o t.he next. screen, CTRL-END t.o finish 
Ordered Product.: 
Received Product.: 
12/ 25/ 86 
01/ 01/ 87 
Preli~. Safety Evaluat.ion: 
Preli•. Functional Evaluation: 
_,_,_ 
I I 
-- - -
REI l="VANT PRODUCT DATES TARGEI DATES ACTUAL OATES 
Product. Revised . . . . . . . . I I I I 
Functional Evaluat.ion . . . . . 03/ 15/ 87 02/ 26/ 87 
. 
FCC Verificat.ion. . . . . . . . 02/ 26/ 87 02/ 26/ 87 
Product. Safet.y Review Board . . oa, 23/ 87 03/ 23/ 87 
Engineering Release . . . . . . 04/ 01/ 87 04/ 01/ 87 
Press PGUP to aove back a screen, CTRL-END to finish 
... 
Please enter your coaaent.s in the fields below . 
Pressing Ent.er advances t.o the next. line. You have 
10 lines t.o coaplet.e all of your coaaent.s and not.es. 
If you need additional spaces include the naae of a 
separate PE2 file where additional not.es are saved . 
******************************************************************************** 
Three of these products have been received. ___ _ 
No safety issues see• apparent.. ______________ _ 
Product. evaluat.ed ahead of schedule - do I get. a raise?------------~--
--------------------------------
------------
---------·-----
·------------·--- ·---~-------------------------~---------~-
~--------~---------·----------
-----·------------------------------------------·---·-------
-----------------------
------------·------------------------------· ----------------------------
-·-----
--~------------------------·----· ·---·----------------------
--·--~-------~~--·~ 
******************************************************************************** 
Press Ct.rl-End when finished entering the coaaent.s. 
Figure 30 
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After updating the Tracker data (Activity changed to 
'R • for released and '04/01/87' entered for the actual 
engineering release date), the PE can select 'D' from the 
Main Menu (Figure 1). 
the following screen: 
"Update Released Record" provides 
Enter Product Name: 
Type? for directory or EXIT to return to Main Menu 
To find the proper record, "AST Sixpak" is entered on the 
line. After searching the Tracker database, the system 
responds as following: 
Enter Product Name: 
Type? for directory or EXIT to return to Main Menu 
AST SIXPAK 
Is selection correct (Y/N)? 
since this is the correct product, the system brings 
up the following screen (Figure 31). 
I 
Coaplenentary Products Data Base 
o~ Products Released by Engineering 
Part Number: 
·• 
Product Name: AST 5.IXPAK ________ :_ __ 
------
Initiated Product (GEN, FSD, ISG, SER>: rsG Widthdrawn: _,_,_ 
Division/Group Support (T/F} [GEN: FSD: ISG: SER: J 
Product Engineer: KJO Last Update: 04/01/87 
Coapatibility With Speci~ic PC Model CFill in (X/N/E/.)J 
PC Model 5150 
XT Model 5160 
XT Model 5162 
Port PC-5155 
3270 XT-5271 
3270 AT-5273 
PC Jr - 4860 
6MHz AT Model 5170 
8MHz AT Model 5170 
PC Conv Model 5140 
Figure 31 
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Notice that the product name, initiated product, and 
product engineer are already complete. (The information 
is obtained from the Tracker portion cf the database.) 
The PE then proceeds to complete the screen with as 
much information I as is known. The part number and 
division/group support must be entered. The compatibili-
I ty 1S completed by entering 'X' if the product is com-
pletely compatible, 'N' if the product is NOT compatible, 
'E' if the product is partially compatible (works with 
and some PC units of that particular model), 
product has not been tested on that model. 
' ' • if the 
For the AST 
Sixpak, the completed screen looks like Figure 32. 
Coapleaentary Products Data Base 
o~ Products Released by Engineering 
Product Naae: AST SIXPAK ________ _ Part Nuaber: 678822 
rnitiated Product (GEN, FSD, ISG, SER>: ISG Widthdrawn: _,_,_ 
Division/Group Support (T/F) CGEN: T FSD: F ISG: T SER: F J 
Product Engineer: KJD Last Update: 04/01/87 
Coapatibility With Speci~ic PC Model [Fill in (X/N/E/.)J 
PC Model 5150 X 
XT Model 5160 X 
XT Model 5162 X 
Port PC-5155 N 
3270 XT-5271 N 
3270 AT-5273 N 
PC Jr - 4860 E 
6MHz AT Model 5170 E 
8MHz AT Model 5170 X 
PC Conv Model 5140 E 
After entering the 
Figure 32 
information, the system asks 
whether that information is to be saved or not. Then the 
..... 
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user is prompted whether or not another record should 
have the compatibility data updated. 
Aside from updating records, option 'E' from the 
Main Menu (Figure 1) offers the ability to "Print Re-
leased Info. 11 By selecting 'E' the PE is given the 
following screen (Figure 33) with only two very simple 
screen options - unlike the multitude of options offered 
with Tracker. The menu with the printing options over-
lays the menu along the bottom half of the screen. 
I C a • p 1 e • e n t. a r y P r o d u c t. s E n g . I 
~ ,,-,, ,,~~ I.. ,, TRACKER -. iB .. _. COMPATIBILITY -- ~ 
i A. Add New Product. II D. Update Released Record ~ ~ B. Update Existing Record ~ E. Print Released In.,o ~ 
~ C. Prin, Tr=ker In~o ~ 1~~~~
~·I PRINT COHPATIBLITY OF RELEASED PRODUCTS ~ 
~ . ~ ~ 1. Print. ccapatibility in.,oraat.icn for RELEASED products only. ~ 
~ 2. Print coapatibility inforaat.ion for ALL products. ~ 
i 3. Exit. and Return to Main Menu. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Enter Selection: ~ ~ -- I 
~ ~ 
= ~ ~ & ~ ~ 
Enter Select.ion (A - K, or X t.o quit.JJ~ 
Figure 33 
Choice '1' and 1 2 1 only gives the ability to print 
only released product or all products, respectively. 
Once 1 1 1 or 1 2 1 is entered, the system responds with one 
more question concerning the different divisions that 
support this product (Figure 34). Selecting one of the 
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four divisions prints the compatibility for the products 
being supported by that division, or zero picks them all. 
I C a • P 1 e • e n t a r y P r o d u c t 5 E n g . I 
~,, TRACKER ,,-~,, ,,~~ ~ ·_. -. , •. __ COMPATIBILITY ·. ~
~ B - Updat.e Existing Record ~ E. Print Released In-, 0 I ~ C. Print. Tracker In.,o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i·II PRINT COHPATIBLITY OF RELEASED PRODUCTS ii-
~ 1. Pr~nt coapatibilit.y in.,oraat.ion .,or REJEASED products only. ~ 
~ 2. Print coapat.ibilit.y inforaation for ALL products. ~ 
~ 3. Exit. and Ret.urn t.o Hain Menu. i 
i i ~ ~ ~ Ent.er Nuaber t.o print products which one division supports I i (1-ISG, 2-GEN, 3-FSD, 4-SER, 0-For all products): ~ ~ ~ i I 
~Ent.er Selection (A - K, or X to quit.J::J~ 
Figure 34 
• 1S Below an example of the printed output for 
selection '1' of the choices given in the "Print Released 
Info" (Figure 35). Notice that only the released prod-
ucts are listed below. 
COHPLEHENTARY PRODUCTS DATA BASE 
OF PRODUCTS RELEASED BY ENGINEERXNG 
Product Co1p1tibility Listing 
Last update on d1tab1se Wis Nove1ber 11, 1986 ai 12:38:38 
Report printed on Nove1ber 21, 1986 at 9:40:00 
I G F S '286 6MHz 8Nhz 3270 3270 Port Con- Eng. 
H1nuracturer I Product 
Part S E S E PC XT XT AT AT XT AT PC PCJr Vert Support 
Nu1ber G ND R 5150 5160 5162 5170 5170 5271 5273 5155 4860 5140 Withdr1wn 
----------------------
- - - - ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---------
AST SIXPAK 41X8212 Y . Y . . X X X E N 
Figure 35 
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If the PE had instead selected option '2' to have 
all products printed, the listing would appear as Figure 
36 below. Notice that those products not released do not 
have IBM part numbers associated with them. 
COHPLEHENTARY PRODUCTS DATA BASE 
OF PRODUCTS PENDXNG AND RELEASED 
-----~-----~------~~~~----~~-~~~ 
Product Co1pi\ibilii, Lisiiag Report printed on Have1ber 24, 1986 at 14:45:39 
Lis\ updi\a on daiabase w11 Nave1b1r 18, 1986 at 19:18:38 
llinufic\urer / Praduc\ 
----------------------
AST SIXPAK 
DEltO PRODUCT 1 
TEST PRINTER 
I G F 5 '286 &KHz 8Khz 3270 3270 Port Con- Eng. 
Part SES E PC XT XT AT AT XT AT PC PCJr Utrt Support 
Nu1ber G ND R 5150 5160 5162 5170 5170 5271 5273 5155 4860 5140 Wiihdrawn 
- - - - --- --- ---- ---- ---- - - --- --- --- ---------
41XB212 Y. Y . X X X E N 
Figure 36 
At this point the user has been instructed on the 
first two sections of the Complementary Products Engi-
neer ing database. The third and last section provides 
the technical storage facility for all of the listed 
products. Read on to find out how to use this marvelous 
technical repository. 
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3 • • • Engineering 
Whereas the first two sections of the database allowed 
only the addition of new products, the updating of products, 
and the printing of product information, the • • engineering 
portion of the database provides those capabilities and more 
extensive data manipulating algorithms. Essentially, the 
first three selections F, G, and I mimic the capabilities of 
Tracker in terms of appending, updating, and printing of 
records; however, just as the Compatibility database refers to 
Tracker to check for a product listing, so, too, does Engi-
• neer1ng. The latter two choices, J and K, allows the user 
flexibility in ternlf3 of database analysis. 
When the Product Engineer selects either F, G, and I from 
the • main the (Figure 1) ' the • 1S menu prompted with user 
following question (Figure 37). 
Is ~his product made by IBM? (Y/Nl 
Figure 37 
This response identifies for the system which database 
should be used (logo and non-logo products' technical data are 
stored in different databases.) The user is then questioned 
for the product which must already exist • in the Tracker 
database. The question appears as follows: 
··---
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Enter Product Name: 
Type? for directory or EXIT to return to Main Menu 
As in the previous searching example (see Compatibility, page 
50), the system searches the Tracker database. 
If the product exists in the Tracker database, and the 
user selected choice For G, the appropriate input screen will 
appear. For example, if the user desired to update the 
technical data for the Imnet Persyst Time Spectrum, the 
following • six screens would appear. (Remember that these 
particular screens appear because this example product is an 
I/0 adapter card). Screens in Figures 38, 39, 40, 41, and 42 
are identified with I/0 cards only. 
PRODUCT DATA 1 o-f 5 Last. Updat.e: 11/25/86 
PRODUCT NAME: IMNET PEASYST TIME SPECTRUM I.D. NUMBER: 15 
Ha.rdwarG1 EC Level: 0.00 So-ft.ware EC Level: 0.00 
+ •• ~) Vdc: 45 m.A - 5 Vdc: 0 mA 
+12 Vdc: 13 mA -12 Vdc: 29 mA 
I/0 Channel Connect.or Size (62 or 98-pi n l : 62 
Number o-f Slat.s Used by card: 1 
Card Size: 1.00 
-1.0 = FULL, .75 == 3/4, .5 ... HALF 
RAM STORAGE INFORMATION: 
Does ·1.his product use RAM Storage IT/Fl?: T 
What. is ·i:.he basic memory size? 0 k-bytes 
-
What. is t.he maximum memory size? 704 k-by t.e!li 
Press PGDN t.o move t.o t.he next screen, CTRL-End to finish. 
. 
. ·' 
, 
.. 
.. 
.. ·.• 
' 
. ' 
• • ~ .. • " 0 ·~ •• t - ...... a 
. . . ........ ---··~ ~ . 
' . ' .............. ' 
PRODUCT DATA 2 o-f ~ Last. UPDATE: 11/25/06 
PRODUCT NAME: IMNET PEASYST TIME SPECTRUM I.D. NUMBER: 15 
INTERRUPTS: Number of Int.errupt.s: 5 
IRQO . F IRQl . F IRQ2 . T IRQS . T . . . . 
IRQ4 T IRQ5 . T IRQ6 F IRQ7 T ' . . . . . • 
IAQB . F IRQ9 . F IRQlO: F IRQ11: F . . 
IRQ12: F IRQ13: F IRQ14: F IRQ15: F 
T .. Interrupt. Channel used 
F .. Int.4i)rrupt. Channel not. used 
DHA CHANNELS: 
DMAO F DMA1 . F DMA2 . F DMAS . F . . . • 
DMA4 . F DMA5 . F DHA6 • F DMA7 • F . . . . 
T a OMA channel used 
F .. OMA channel not. used 
Press PGDN t.o aove t.o t.he next. screen, CTRL-End t.o finish. 
Figure 39 
This screen is used to identify the interrupts and OMA 
channels. 
PRODUCT DATA 3 of 5 La.st. Updat.a: 11/25/86 
PRODUCT NAME: IMNET PERSYST TIHE SPECTAUH I.D. NUMBER: 15 
GENERAL DATA: 
DOS Program Resident. (T/F): T On Board Memory Available CT /F): F 
On Board Memory St.arts: 0 On Board Memory Size: 0 
-
User Select.able St.art.ing Address Available CT /F): F 
DOS INFORMATION: 
Wha. t. is the lowest. level of DOS compatibilit.y? 2.00 
What i !!I t.he highest. level of DOS compa.t.ibilit.y? S.20 
Figure 3 8 Press PGDN t.o move t.o t.he next. screen. CTRL-End t.o fi.nish. 
This screen asks for the card EC levels, the current 
used, the card size, and the amount of RAM this card uses. 
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Figure 40 
Stores general data about a card such as whether DOS • l.S 
resident, the levels of DOS compatibility, and buffer memory. , ... 
- :·' '-.,-<-.·. 
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PRODUCT DATA 4 of 5 Lamt Updnta: 11/25/86 
PRODUCT NAME: IHNET PERSYST TIME SPECTRUM 
I/0 CAPABILITIES: 
I.D. NUMBER: 15 
Nunabar of Functions (not including memory functional :2 
Function Descriptions: 
Function 1: PR 
Function 4: 
Funct.ion 2: AS 
Funct.ion 5: 
Funct.ion :3: 
Choose fro111: 
AS= Asynchronous, 
BI a Bisynchronaus, 
DC= Diskette Controller 
EH= Emulator 
FD= Fixed Disk Controller 
GC == Game Card 
GR "" Graphics 
MI= Miscellaneous 
NW• Network Adaptor 
PR= Printer Port 
SD= SDLC 
Press PGON to move back a screen, CTRL-ENO to finish. 
Figure 41 
In the figure above, the functions of the I/0 Adapter 
Card are l.isted. Although two functions are listed for our 
example, only one of those functions is expanded in Figure 43. 
PRODUCT DATA 5 of 5 Last Update: 11/25/86 
PRODUCT NAHE:IHNET PERSYST TIME SPECTRUHI.D. NUMBER: 15 
COMMENTS: 
Press PGUP to move to previous screens, CTRL-END to finish. 
Figure 42 
This area is provided for technical comments not covered 
by the standard input forms. 
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Product Name: IHNET PERSYST TIME SPECTRUM 
Function Name: ASYNCHRONOUS 
ADDRESS INFORMATION: 
• 
Number of Optional Addresses: 2 
• 
First Address Starts: SFB Fir$t Address Ends: SFF 
Second Address Starts: 2F8 Second Address Ends: 2FF 
Third Address Starts: 000 Third Address Ends: 000 
Press CTAL-END to finish. 
Figure 43 
As stated earlier, only the asynchronous function of the 
Imnet card is being shown for brevity. Normally, the printer 
function would also be shown with its primary and secondary 
addresses displayed. 
After the technical data is added or updated, the PE can 
elect to print a report showing all stored data. 
following pages are examples of all the • various 
product reports that can be selected:-
Figure 44, 45, 46 - I/0 Adapter Card. 
• Figure 47 - Modem. 
Figure 48 - Monitor. 
Figure 49 - Plotter. 
Figure 50 - Network Devices. 
Figure 51, 52 - storage/~ckup Devices. 
Figure 53, 54 - Printer 
Figure 55, 56 - Misc. 
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I/0 ADAPTER CARD DATA PC DEPENDENT PERIPHERALS 
PRODUCT NAME: AST SIXPAK 
Hardware EC Level: 4.10 
DATE:11/25/86 
Software EC Level: 2.00 
+ 5 vdc: 16 mA -5 vdc: 13 mA +12 vdc: 47 mA -12 vdc: 
I/0 Channel Connector Size (62 or 98 - pin): 62 
Number of Slots used by card: 1 
Card Size: Full (FULL, 3/4, HALF) 
52 mA 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
RAM STORAGE: 
Does this product use RAM Storage (T/F)?: T 
What is basic memory size?: 256 k-bytes 
What is maximum memory size?: 2000 k-bytes 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------INTERRUPTS: (T/F) Number of Interrupts: 3 
IRQO • T IRQl • F IRQ2 • F IRQ3 • F • • • • 
IRQ4 • F IRQ5 • F IRQ6 • T IRQ7 • F • • • • 
IRQS • F IRQ9 • F IRQlO: F IRQll: F • • 
IRQ12: F IRQ13: T IRQ14: F IRQ15: F 
T = Interrupt Channel used 
F = Interrupt Channel not used 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------DMA CHANNELS: (T/F) 
DMAO : F 
DMA4 : F 
DMAl: F 
DMA5 : F 
DMA2: F 
DMA6: F 
DMA3 : F 
DMA7: F 
T • DMA Channel used 
F = OMA Channel not used 
------------------~----------------------------------------------------GENERAL DATA: 
DOS Program Resident: F On Board Memory Buffer: F 
on Board Buffer starts: 0 On Board Buffer Size: 0 
User Selectable Starting Address Available (T/F): T 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------DOS INFORMATION: 
What is the lowest level of Dos compatibility?: 2.00 
What is the highest level of DOS compatibility?: 3.20 
1 of 3 
Figure 44 
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I/0 ADAPTER CARD DATA PC DEPENDENT PERIPHERALS 
PRODUCT NAME: AST SIXPAK 
I/0 CAPABILITIES: 
Number of Functions (not including memory functions): 2 
Description of 
Function 1: 
Function 4: 
Choose from: 
Functions: 
PR . ' Function 2 : GC 
Function 5: 
Function 3: 
AS - Asynchronous 
BI= Bisynchronous 
GC 
GR 
MI 
NW 
PR 
• Game Card SD • SDLC 
DC - Diskette Controller 
EM - Emulator 
FD= Fixed Disk Controller 
• Graphics 
= Misc. 
- Network Adaptor 
= Printer Port 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------ADDRESS INFORMATION: 
Function: GC 
First Address Starts: 100 
Second Address Starts: 000 
Third Address Starts: 000 
--
Number of optional Address: 1 
First Address Ends: 201 
Second Address Ends: 000 
Third Address Ends: 000 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Function: PR 
First Address Starts: 111 
Second Address Starts: 222 
Third Address Starts: 000 
Number of optional Address: 2 
First Address Ends: 200 
Second Address Ends: 300 
Third Address Ends: 000 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Function: 
First Address Starts: 
second Address Starts; 
Third Address Starts: 
Number of optional Address: 
First Address Ends: 
Second Address Ends: 
Third Address Ends: 
------------------~----------------------------------------------------Function: Number of optional Address : 
First Address Starts: First Address Ends: 
Second Address Starts: Second Address Ends: 
Third Address Starts: Third Address Ends: 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Function: 
First Address Starts: 
Second Address Starts: 
Third Address Starts: 
Number of optional Address : 
First Address Ends: 
Second Address Ends: 
Third Address Ends: 
2 of 3 
Figure 45 
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I/0 ADAPTER CARD DATA PC DEPENDENT PERIPHERALS 
PRODUCT NAME: AST S1XPAK 
COMMENTS: 
The card must be placed in the 4th slot of any PC due to 
safety reasons. 
3 of 3 
Figure 46 
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GENERAL PRODUCT DATA FOR PC INDEPENDENT PERIPHERALS 
PRODUCT: TEST PRODUCT 2 Last Update 11/25/86 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Product Type: 20 UL Standard: 82JO 
Hardware EC Level: 3.20 Vendor Software EC Level: 2.10 
Hardware Interface Connector (ie, male 25-pin): MALE 25-PIN 
Interface Protocol (ie, asynch): ASYNCHRONOUS 
Amount of Base PC Memory Required for Operation: 
Minimum DOS Version Required for Operation: 2.00 
Does the Vendor Supply Software (T/F)?: F 
0-Kbytes 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------POWER REQUIREMENTS: 
Is 110 Volts used (T/F)?: F Is 220 Volts used (T/F)?: F 
llOV current Drawn: 0.000 Amps 220V current Drawn: 0.000 Amps 
llOV Power Used: o.oo Watts 220V Power Used: 0.000 Watts 
----------------------------------------------------------------------PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS: 
Height: 1.50 inches 
Length: 7.75 inches 
Width: 4.75 inches 
Weight: 1.30 pounds 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Does the product have an adapter that attaches directly to the 
bus (T/F)?: F 
[If yes, please also complete I/0 Adapter Card Data Input 
Form, pages 4 and 5 - Required for database input.] 
============================~==----================-===========-======= 
,, 
MODEMS: 
Stand Alone (T/F)?: T External Transform (T/F)?: F 
BAUD RATE Lowest: 110 Highest: 1200 
Phone Jack type: RJll Hayes compatible? (T/F): F 
Can telephone be plugged into modem (T/F)?: T 
Comment: 
1 of 1 
Figure 47 
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GENERAL PRODUCT DATA FOR PC INDEPENDENT PERIPHERALS 
PRODUCT: DEMO PRODUCT 1 
--•--===================•=•••....,.am••====~======-==:!!:.~~~=:~==!~!:~!:.m Product Type: 30 UL Standard: 
Hardware EC Level: 1.30 Vendor Software EC Level: 2.00 
•a·-==------------- ----- - -- -=-================================-=================-Hardware Interface Connector (ie, male 25-pin): MALE 25-PIN -
Interface Protocol (ie, asynch): 
Amount of Base PC Memory Required for Operation: o Kbytes 
Minimum DOS Version Required for Operation: 2.00 
Does the Vendor Supply Software (T/F)?: T 
------------------------------------------------------POWER REQUIREMENTS: 
-----------------
Is 110 Volts used (T/F)?: T Is 220 Volts used (T/F)?: F 
llOV Current Drawn: 16.500 Amps 220V current Drawn: 0.000 Amps 
llOV Power Used: o.oo Watts 220V Power Used: 0.000 watts 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS: 
Height:24.00 inches Width: 36.00 inches 
Length:40.00 inches Weight: 25.00 pounds 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Does the product have an adapter that attaches directly to the bus (T/F)?: F 
[If yes, please also complete I/0 Adapter Card Data Input 
Form, pages 4 and 5 - Required for database input.] 
=============================---- -------~--- =- -- -~=-================~-----~-----MONITORS: 
--~--------
Does product get power from PC (T/F)?: T 
Type: 2 (1 = Composite, 2 = RGB, 3 = Mono) 
Number of characters: High 25 
Number of Pixels: Horizontal: ** 
Diagonal measurement: 15.0 
Comment: 
1 of 1 
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Wide: 80 
Vertical:** 
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GENERAL PRODUCT DATA FOR PC INDEPENDENT PERIPHERALS 
PRODUCT: DEMO PRODUCT 2 Last Update 11/25/86 
UL Standard: 478 Product Type: 40 
Hardware EC Level: 2.10 
--=========================================================::a:••·--=----
Vendor Software EC Level: 1.00 
Hardware Interface Connector (ie, male 25-pin): MALE 25-PIN 
Interface Protocol (ie, asynch): 
Amount of Base PC Memory Required for Operation: o Kbytes 
Minimum DOS version Required for Operation: 2.00 
Does the Vendor supply Software (T/F)?: T 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------POWER REQUIREMENTS: 
Is 110 Volts used (T/F)?: F Is 220 Volts used (Y/N)?: F 
110v current Drawn: 0.000 Amps 220V current Drawn: 0.000 Amps 
110v Power used: o.oo watts 220V Power Used: 0.000 Watts 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS: 
Height: 2.25 inches Width: 36.00 inches 
Length:24.00 inches Weight: 10.00 pounds 
---------------------
--------------------------------------------------Does the product have an adapter that attaches directly to the 
bus (T/F)?: F [If yes, please also complete I/0 Adapter Card Data Input 
Form, pages 4 and 5 - Required for database input.] 
= -----=-------=--==--===== 
-
-----=----=-----===~================-====== =----- ------- ------- ---- -----
PLOTTERS: 
Number of pens: 15 
Largest Paper 
Comment: 
Width: 21.0 
External Transformer (T/F)?: F 
Length: 14.0 
' 
I 
1 of l 
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GENERAL PRODUCT DATA FOR PC INDEPENDENT PERIPHERALS 
PRODUCT: TEST NETWORK Last Update 11/25/86 
•••••=••=~~~====•===~=~aa•••-=---••=~•••••=-a•=•m::a•=---== - - ==~======z=~=~a 
Product Type: 50 UL Standard: 
Hardware EC Level: 2.50 Vendor Software EC Level: 1.so 
•••=~2=~======~ccmm•a=•=~=====~=m===•===-----=---=---=--=-==- -
--- ---- --- -- - -=-====== 
Hardware Interface Connector (ie, male 25-pin): 
Interface Protocol (ie, asynch): ASYNCHRONOUS 
• 
Amount of Base PC Memory Required for Operation: 256 Kbytes 
Minimum DOS Version Required for Operation: 2.00 
Does the Vendor Supply Software (T/F)?: T 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------POWER REQUIREMENTS: 
Is 110 Volts used (T/F)?: F Is 220 Volts used (T/F)?: F 
llOV current Drawn: 0.000 Amps 220v current Drawn: 0.000 Amps 
llOV Power Used: o.oo Watts 220V Power Used: 0.000 Watts 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS: 
Height: o.oo inches 
Length: o.oo inches 
Width: o.oo inches 
Weight: o.oo pounds 
---------------------------------------------------------- --- ----------Does the product have an adapter that attaches directly to the 
bus (T/F)?: F 
[If yes, please also complete I/0 Adapter Card Data Input 
Form, pages 4 and 5 - Required for database input.] 
=--·---------------- -
--·----------------~=-==========================--=-------=--------------- - ~ -- ~NETWORKS: 
To which specific network does the product connect to? 
TOKEN-RING 
External Transformer (T/F)?: F 
Comment: Network limited. to 50 multistation access units 
1 of l 
Figure 50 
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GENERAL PRODUCT DATA FOR PC INDEPENDENT PERIPHERALS 
PRODUCT: STORAGE DEVICE DEMO Last Update 11/25/86 
UL standard: Product Type: 60 
Hardware EC Level: 4.50 Vendor Software EC Level: 3.20 
-=====================================================--===========•==• 
Hardware Interface Connector (ie, male 25-pin): 
Interface Protocol (ie, asynch): PARALLEL 
Amount of Base PC Memory Required for Operation: 256 Kbytes 
Minimum DOS Version Required for Operation: 2.10 
Does the Vendor Supply Software (T/F)?: T 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
POWER REQUIREMENTS: 
Is 110 Volts used (T/F)?: T Is 220 Volts used (Y/N)?: F 
110v current Drawn: 0.000 Amps 220V current Drawn: 0.000 Amps 
llOV Power Used: o.oo watts 220v Power Used: 0.000 Watts 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS: 
Height: 2.50 inches 
Length: 9.50 inches 
Width: 5.00 inches 
Weight:- s.oo pounds 
--------------------------------------------
---------------------------
Does the product have an adapter that attaches directly to the 
bus (T/F)?: F (If yes, please also compl~te I/0 Adapter Card Data Input 
Form, pages 4 and 5 - Required for database input.] 
1 of 2 
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STORAGE DEVICE: 
. 
PRODUCT NAME: STORAGE DEVICE DEMO 
Storage type: 1 (1 = tape, 2 • hard disk, 3 = floppy) 
Does product tit in a PC (T/F)?: F 
Storage capacity: 44.20 Mbytes 
Storage medium: 1 
Choose from: (1 • tape cartridge, 2 • 
3 • removable hard disk, 
5 • fixed, 6 mother) 
Disk size: 
Tape size: 
Tape cartridge: 
width: o.oo 
width: 0.25 
width: 2.50 
External Transformer (T/F)?: T 
length: 
length: 
length: 
Tape backup time (Mins/10 Megabytes):10.00 
tape reel, 
4 = removable floppy, 
0.00 
205 
3.00 
Can DOS access all of the disk drive (T/F)?: F 
Does product use PC Power (T/F)?: F 
+5V current: 0.650 (Amps) 
+12V current: 0.800 (Amps) 
-5V current: 0.000 (Amps) 
-12v current: 0.000 (Amps) 
Motor startup current: +5V: 2.000 (Amps) +12V: 2.000 (Amps) 
Comments: 
2 of 2 
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GENERAL PRODUCT DATA FOR PC INDEPENDENT PERIPHERALS 
PRODUCT NAME: TEST PRINTER 
UL Standard: 440 Product Type: 70 
Hardware EC Level: 2.50 Vendor Software EC Level: 3.00 
--------------------------------------
---------------------------------
Hardware Interface Connector (ie, male 25-pin): 
Interface Protocol (ie, asynch): ASYNCHRONOUS 
Amount of Base PC Memory Required for Operation: O Kbytes 
Minimum DOS Version Required for Operation: 2.00 
Does the Vendor Supply Software (T/F)?: F 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
POWER REQUIREMENTS: 
Is 110 Volts used (T/F)?: T Is 220 Volts used (Y/N)?: F 
llOV Current Drawn: 3.000 Amps 220V current Drawn: 0.000 Amps 
llOV Power Used: 150.00 Watts 220V Power Used: 0.000 Watts 
-------------------·---------------------------------------------------
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS: 
Height: 7.25 inches 
Length:14.75 inches 
Width: 32.50 inches 
-Weight: 15.00 pounds 
----------------------------------------------~------------------------
Does the product have an adapter that attaches directly to the 
bus (T/F)?: F 
[If yes, please also complete I/0 Adapter Card Data Input 
Form, pages 4 and 5 - Required for database input.] 
1 of 2 
Figure 53 
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PRINTER DEVICE: 
PRODUCT NAME: TEST PRINTER 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Print Speed Measured: 2 
Printer Speed: 2 
Print Method: 2 
(l • Pages/min, 2 • CPS) 
Choose from: (l • Dot, 2 • Daisy, 3 • RRTT, 4 • INK, 
5 • Thermal, 6 = laser, 7 = other) 
Print Direction: 2 
(l = unidirectional, 2 • bidirectional) 
Number print elements/head: l Print Buffer size: 14.0 Kbytes 
Number of colors per ribbon~ 1 
Maximum Paper width: 21.00 (in.) Graphic capabilities (T/F)?: F 
Base Model Paper Feed: 1 
Choose from: (1 = sprocket, 2 = traction, 3 = cut sheet feeder) 
OPTIONS: TRACTOR FEED and cut sheet feeder 
Comments: This printer allows the operator to use odd 
size paper (ie envelopes) 
2 of 2 
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GENERAL PRODUCT DATA FOR PC INDEPENDENT PERIPHERALS 
PRODUCT: TEST DEMO 4 Last Update 11/25/86 
UL Standard: Product Type: 80 
Hardware EC Level: 1.00 Vendor Software EC Level: 1.00 
a~a===~========~==========-======rm=-======•============a=======-======-: 
Hardware Interface Connector (ie, male 25-pin): 
Interface Protocol (ie, asynch): 
Amount of Base PC Memory Required for Operation: 256 Kbytes 
Minimum DOS Version Required for Operation: 2.00 
Does the Vendor Supply Software (T/F)?: F 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- .. 
POWER REQUIREMENTS: 
Is 110 Volts used (T/F)?: F Is 220 Volts used (Y/N)?: F 
llOV current Drawn: 0.000 Amps 220v Current Drawn: 0.000 Amps 
llOV Power Used: o.oo Watts 220V Power Used: 0.000 Watts 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS: 
Height: o.oo inches 
Length: o.oo inches 
Width: o.oo inches 
Weight: o.oo pounds 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Does the product have an adapter that attaches directly to the 
bus (T/F)?: F 
[If yes, please also complete I/0 Adapter Card Data Input 
Form, pages 4 and 5 - Required for database input.] 
l of 2 
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MISCELLANEOUS: 
PRODUCT: TEST DEMO 4 
Specific Product Function: LINE CONDITIONER 
External Transformer (T/F)?: F 
Does product use internal power (T/F)?: F 
+sv current: 0.000 (Amps) 
+12V current: 0.000 (Amps) 
-sv current: 0.000 (Amps) 
-12v current: 0.000 (Amps) 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Comments: 
2 of 2 
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After the data has been entered, the user can select 
letter "J" for I/0 conflict determination on only an I/0 
adapter. The user is prompted for an I/0 Adapter card name 
that already exists in the database. That particular product 
is held as the test product and compared through an algorithm 
that determines potential conflict with other I/0 cards in the 
database. The algorithm • examines each card's functional 
addresses, interrupt levels, OMA channels, and program resi-
dency in its effort to establish conflicts. A complete report 
is then generated showing those conflicts, unfortunately an 
example of this output is not available at the time of this 
writing. • 
The final option, "K" allows the user to generate a test 
plan based on the product type. This is the same test plan as 
that found written in the PC Lab's manual. (Due to the confi-
dentiality of this procedure, it will be left from both the 
thesis and the electronic copy of the programs submitted to 
the MSE off ice. ) 
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Instructions for Completing Tracker Document 
The Complementary Products Activity Tracker Data 
Input Form has been created to identically mimic the 
input screens that are seen when using the on-line 
Complementary Products Engineering Database. Completing 
this form will assist the Product Engineer in transfer-
ring data 
system. 
from the paper document onto the on-line 
Below are the descriptions of all the input 
variables, length, and formats (refer to figures 2, 3, 
and 5 of the User's Guide for assistance in understanding 
these headings.) 
I. 
II. 
III. 
Product Name: 3 5 Characters wide. Supply a 
unique product ~me that is preceded by the 
manufacturer's name. 
Product Engineer: 3 Characters wide. Enter 
the initials of the Product Engineer responsi-
ble for the product. 
Product Type (Enter the two digit number): 2 
Integer wide number. From the product types 
listed below the prompt, • i.e. 11. General ... 
Adapters, 20. Modems, etc., enter the appropri-
ate code based upon the general description of 
the peripheral as being either an I/0 Card (PC 
Bus Dependent) or Other Peripheral (PC Bus 
Independent; yet, dependent upon the specific 
adapter being used.) 
.. '• 
.. 
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IV. 
v. 
VI. 
' ' 
VII. 
VIII. 
'. 
\. 
Last Update: Date field that will be provided 
by the on-line database to indicate the date of 
the most recent update. 
display the current date. 
A new record will 
Initiated Acti'on (ISG, GEN FSD SER)• , , . 3 
Characters wide. Requests the user to properly 
identify the organization that initially 
requested CPE to evaluate the product. During 
on-line inputting only the four codes listed 
above will be accepted as valid inputs. 
Activity 
R=Released): 
(A=Active, D=Dropped, 
1 Character wide. 
current status of the product. 
H=Hold, 
Input the 
As • in V, 
on-line inputting will accept only A, D, H, and 
Ras valid. A withdrawn product requires the 
date of withdrawal to be input through the 
Compatibility Database 
during on-line inputting.) 
( a separate screen 
Product Requires PDP (Y/N): Logical field. 
Enter Y if the product will 
otherwise enter N. 
• require PDP, 
Do Additional Comments Exist (Y/N) : Logical 
field. If explanatory comments exist and are 
written in the area labeled Additional Com-
ments, enter a Y. This notifies the on-line 
- 76 -
IX. 
x. 
XI. 
XII. 
XIII. 
database that comments exist and space must be 
allocated to store those comments. 
Ordered Product: Date field. Enter the date 
that the product order has been placed. 
~eceived Product: Date field. Enter the date 
that the product has been received from the 
vendor. 
Prelim. Safety Evaluation: Date field. Enter 
the date that the product has had a preliminary 
safety evaluation. 
Prelim. Functional Evaluation: Date field. 
Enter the date that the product has had a 
preliminary functional evaluation performed in 
the lab. 
Target Dates for Relevant Fields: Date fields. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
Product Revised. If the vendor plans to 
make a revision to his product, enter the 
date that the revision is to be completed. 
Functional Evaluation. Enter the date 
that the functional evaluation is to be 
completed. 
FCC Verification. Enter the date that the 
product is to receive FCC verification for 
FCC Class A or B. 
Product Safety Review Board. Enter the 
,, 
proposed date for the PSRB. 
1-:,'.· . .;_ 
"l", 
. . 
'1 '.-. : '. 
. 
. 
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XIV. 
xv. 
E. Engineering Release. Enter the intended 
date of engineering release. 
Actual Dates for Relevant fields. Complete the 
A-E of XIII· in the same fashion, except that 
the dates are to represent when each of the 
milestones have occurred. 
Additional Comments: 8 O O Characters Maximum. 
Ten comment line each 80 characters long have 
been provided to accepted general comments 
concerning the status of the card. When these 
comment fields have been exceeded while using 
the on-line database, two options exist: 
A. 
B. 
Eliminate dated comments and remove excess 
verbiage from existing comments, or 
Reference a separate file outside of the 
database to which • a curious individual 
could find the overflow information. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING DATA INPUT FORMS 
These data input forms are intended to mimic the 
screens found when interfacing with the Complementary 
Products Engineering Database; therefore, the information 
provided on input forms will be transcribed directly into 
the database. As a result, correct data and proper form 
are essential for completing these documents. Examples of 
these documents 
figures 57-62. 
follow this section and are listed • in 
The Product Engineer and Lab Personnel 
responsible for the completion of the data input forms 
must insure data integrity, and questions • concerning 
proper completion of the forms should be discussed with 
the Database Manager. 
The data input forms are design to handle two very 
distinct product classifications, the I/0 card and other 
non-I/0 card type peripherals. Essentially, I/0 cards can 
be defined as those products which are PC bus dependent, 
i.e. the cards plug into a slot under the PC cover. The 
other peripherals are distinctly different in the fact 
that they are usually external and connect to an already 
existing, standard adapter, • i.e. Asynchronous Port, 
Parallel Printer Port. Of course, those products which 
provide both an I/0 card and an external device, like the 
• 
QIC-60 tape backup, appear to fall under both categories. 
This assumption turns out to be correct, so all appropri-
ate sections of the data input forms must be completed. 
-
. >; '.' :,. ,' ' : 
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These data input forms were created in an attempt to 
store all the pertinent engineering information about a 
product in a specific format that could be retrieved and 
used on request. Trying to quantify all of the available 
characteristics • various peripherals • 1S an the PC of 
arduous task, and exceptions and oversights will always 
exist. To combat these oversights and unpredictable or 
special features about a given product, several "free" 
lines of comments are available for use for each product 
type. Try to use these comments sparingly, for searches 
and data compilation functions cannot be performed on 
these fields. 
Before beginning the explanation of all of the 
existing fields, one must become versed with some of the 
database terminolo~y. To begin, each product will occupy 
a single RECORD in a database file. Each piece of data, 
i.e. product name, date, etc., will occupy a specific 
FIELD. These fields can be defined as either logical 
(accepting only True or False), character (accepting any 
letter, character, or symbol), date (accepting only 
standard dates), or numeric (accepting only numbers). All 
of the questions on the data input forms represent prede-
termined fields that have been defined as logical, charac-
ter, date, or numeric fields of a specific width. For 
instance, the Product Name field is defined as character 
field that will accept no more than 35 characters. 
- 80 -
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Similarly, the Hardware EC Level is defined as a numeric 
field accepting only numbers with a width of five and two 
decimal places. For example, 12.34 is a valid Hardware EC 
Level, while 232.0 and 2.023 are not. (232.0 contains too 
many numbers to the left of the decimal place and 2. 023 
contains too many numbers to the right of the decimal 
place.) So with a basic understanding of database con-
struction and a little common sense one should be able to 
fully grasp the proper procedure for completing the data 
input forms. 
Below is listed a full step-by-step procedure for 
completing the forms. 
1. 
2. 
Select the proper product type from the list given at 
the top of the data input form. Remember that a 
product is either bus dependent (attaches directly to 
the I/0 bus inside the PC) or bus independent (at-
taches to some existing interface port, i.e. Asyn-
chronous Port, Parallel Port, etc.) 
If the product type falls into category 20 - 80, 
complete the general product data input for PC 
Independent Peripherals (page 2) according to the 
following instructions, otherwise the product is in 
category 11 - 15 and the I/0 Adapter Card Product 
Data Input forms (pages 5 & 6) should be completed 
[refer to step #4 of this document for those instruc-
tions]. 
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A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
Product Name: Character, Maximum length is 35 
characters. This name must be identical to the 
name used to identify the product on the TRACKER 
portion of the database. Consult the Product 
Engineer to confirm this name. (Use of identi-
cal names insures database integrity and pre-
vents the proliferation of names to identify the 
same product.) 
Product Type: Numeric, length of 2 numbers, no 
decimal places. Insert the number determined 
from the Product Type list on the top of the 
Data Input Form. For example, a Monitor uses 30 
and a Printer uses 70. This selection must be 
consistent with the number used on the Tracker -
consult Product Engineer to rconfirm proper 
choice. 
UL Standard: Character, Maximum length is 5 
characters. Insert the desired UL standard Code 
to which the product has been tested. This 
information is indicated on the unit or can be 
obtained from the vendor. 
Date: Date, mm/dd/yy. Enter today's date. 
Hardware EC Level: Numeric, length of 5 with 2 
decimal places, Enter the current product level 
or • version of the unit as described by the 
vendor. 
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I 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
Vendor Software EC Level: Numeric, length of 5 
with 2 decimal places. Enter the current 
software level, for example DOS 2.11 would 
simply be ente'red as '2. 11' • This information 
is usually found on the supplied software 
diskette. 
Hardware Interface Connector: Character, 12 
wide. Enter the number of pins found on the 
connector, gender and the type. 
Interface Protocol: Character, 20 wide. Enter 
the specific protocol type that is used, such as 
asynch, parallel, bisynch, etc. 
Amount of Base PC Memory Required for Operation: 
Numeric, 3 number integer value. Some devices 
require for operation that a minimum amount of 
memory be available, usually to execute the 
associated vendor's software. 
amount in terms of Kbytes. 
Specify this 
Minimum DOS Version Required for Operation: 
Numeric, 4 wide with 2 decimal places. Some 
devices were designed to operate on PC's using 
some DOS version and above. For example, the 
IBM Token-Ring Network operates with DOS version 
3.0 and above . 
Does the Vendor Supply Software: Logical. 
Accepts Tor Fas to whether the vendor provides 
. ' 
' . 
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L. 
M. 
N. 
o. 
P. 
the necessary software interfaces 
' 
such as Hayes 
supplying Smartcom II to operate with its 
•· 
modems. Also, a printer company that supplies 
the user with the necessary software drivers 
also receives a Tin this field. 
Is ~10 Volts used: Logical. Questions whether 
the product can use 110/120 AC voltage to power 
its operations. 
Is 220 Volts used: Logical. Questions whether 
the product can use 220/240 AC voltage to power 
its operations. 
llOV Current Drawn: Numeric, 6 numbers wide 
with 3 decimal places. Asks for the nominal 
current in Amps that is consumed during opera-
tion at 110/120 Volt operation. If this infor-
mation is not supplied by the vendor it could be 
measured. 
220V Current Drawn: Numeric, 6 numbers wide 
with 3 decimal places. Asks for the nominal 
current in Amps that i's consumed d · uring opera-
tion at 220/240 Volt operation. 
llOV Power Used: Numeric, 6 numbers wide with 2 
decimal places. Requests the power used in 
Watts during normal operation at 110/120 Volt 
operation. 
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Q. 
R. 
s. 
T. 
u. 
v. 
220V Power Used: 
decimal places. 
Numeric, 6 numbers wide with 2 
Requests the power used in 
Watts during normal operation at 220/240 Volt 
operation. 
Height: Numeric, 5 numbers wide with 2 decimal 
places. ' in Expects the height of the unit 
INCHES. If the vendor provides data in metric, 
convert it to inches. 
Width: Numeric, 5 numbers wide with 2 decimal 
places. Expects the width of the unit to be 
' ' given in INCHES. Again, convert metric measure-
ment to inches. 
Length: Numeric, 5 numbers wide with 2 decimal 
places. ' in Expects the length of the unit 
INCHES. Once again, convert metric measurements 
into inches. 
Weight: Numeric, 5 numbers wide with 2 decimal 
places. Expect the weight of the unit in POUNDS. 
Convert kilograms to pounds if vendor provides 
metric information. 
Does the product have an adapter that attaches 
directly to the bus: Logical. Does this 
product, which has been defined as an external 
peripheral (PC Independent), come with its own 
plug in I/0 card. For example, the QIC-60 Tape 
Backup and Hard Drive prov ides its own adapter 
•• 
I 
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3. 
card (PC bus dependent) and the external unit 
(PC bus independent); therefore, information 
must be completed on its external specifications 
(described in part above) and on its internal 
specifications (described below). 
After completing the General Product Data Input for 
PC Independent Peripherals, only one more section 
\' . 
should be completed dependent upon the product type 
that has been previously been determined. For 
example, if a product type of 30 (monitor) has been 
selected, complete only the section marked monitor 
(do NOT complete any other section). For instruc-
tions on each of the product types skip to the 
specific name below. 
20. MODEMS - page 3 
A. 
B. 
Stand Alone: Logical. Is the product connected 
to a standard adapter, • 1.e. asynchronous 
adapter, or is the modem an internal board 
modem. The Hayes Smartmodem 1200 is an external 
modem whereas the IBM PC 1200 bps modem is an 
internal card modem. 
External Transformer: Logical. If the product 
is external, does it operate off of a separate 
transformer? The Hayes Smartmodem 1200 uses a 
separate transformer that plugs into a regular 
'" 
wall outlet. 
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c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
Baud Rate Lowest: Numeric, 4 wide integer 
number. Represents the lowest baud rate at 
which the modem operates. Most modems begin 
with transmission rates of 300 Baud. 
Baud Rate Highest: Numeric, 5 wide integer 
number. Represents the maximum baud rate .at with 
the modem communicates. One particular 
Racal-Vadic modem will operate at 4800 Baud. 
Phone Jack Type: Character, 6 wide. Enter the 
specific type of telephone jack with which the 
modem is compatible~ The standard modular tele-
phone jack acknowledged by the FCC is called the 
RJ-11. 
Hayes Compatible: Logical. Will the vendor 
modem operate with the same command language 
used by Hayes Microcomputers with their modems? 
Hayes has become the standard in modems, similar 
to IBM with the PC; therefore, most vendors find 
it advantageous to be Hayes compatible. 
Can telephone be plugged into modem: Logical. 
Can the telephone and modem share the same phone 
line without using an external Y-splitter? Most 
modems allow the serial connection of the tele-
phone and the modem, although operation of both 
cannot occur simultaneously. 
30. MONITORS - page 3 
' ' , 
_;;;: ' 
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A. 
• 
B. 
C. 
D. 
Does product get power from the PC: Logical. 
The PC provides an outlet for the connection of 
monitors. Does the vendor monitor take advan-
tage of that outlet or does it require a sepa-
rate wall jack? 
Type (!-Composite, 2-RGB, 3-Monochrome): 
Numeric, 1 integer number ranging from 1 to 3. 
Monitors come in two distinct versions: mono-
chrome and color. Color monitors operate off of 
. 
either a composite signal or an RGB signal. The 
composite signal is an analog signal while the 
RGB drives a separate digital signal for the 
Red, Green, and Blue electron guns. The IBM 
Color Graphics Adapter supplies both a composite 
and RGB output jack. Correct completion of this 
question requires a number 1, 2, or 3 represent-
ing the appropriate monitor type. 
Number of Characters High & Wide: Numeric, both 
2 integers wide. Requires the number of text 
characters that can fit vertically and horizon-
tally on the screen, respectively. 
Number of Pixels Horizontal and Vertical: 
Numeric, both 4 integers wide. Requests the 
maximum graphics resolution of the monitor in 
both the horizontal and vertical components. 
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E. Diagonal Measurement: Numeric, 4 wide with 1 
decimal place. Requires the diagonal screen 
measurement (a common form of CRT measurement) 
in inches. Convert any Metric measurement into 
the English system. 
40. PLOTTERS - page 3 
A. 
B. 
c. 
Number of pens: Numeric, 2 integers wide. How 
many pens can the plotter support without manual 
intervention. The HP 7457 has a carousel that 
houses 6-pens to allow the user 6 different 
colors. 
External Transformer: Logical. Does the 
plotter have an external transformer (T) or does 
it have a regular power cable (F). 
Largest Paper Width & Length: 
wide with 1 decimal place. 
• Numeric. 
Enter the 
Both 4 
• maximum 
allowable paper width and length that the 
plotter can handle in inches. 
50. NETWORK DEVICES - page 3 
A. 
B. 
To Which Specific Network does the Product Con-
nect: Character, 35 wide. Specify the network 
with which this device operates. • The space is 
small, so be conservative in the explanation. 
External Transformer: Logical. Does the 
network device have an external transformer (T) 
or does it have a regular power cable (F). 
' 
- . ' , ·. ', ' - ' ' ., ,, 
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60. STORAGE/BAC'l<UP DEVICE - page 4 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
Storage Type (1-Tape, 2-Hard Disk, 3-Floppy): 
Numeric, 1 integer wide ranging from 1 to 3. 
Select from one of the three choices dependent 
upon whether the unit performs a Tape backup, or 
the unit is a regular hard disk (Maxtor), or the 
unit floppy diskette unit (IBM external • lS a 
3.5" diskette drive). 
Does Product fit in a PC: Logical. Answer 
whether the unit can be housed under the cover 
of the PC, such as a tape backup device that 
replaces one of the floppy diskette drives. 
Storage Capacity: Numeric, 6 wide with 2 
decimal places. What is the maximum amount of 
memory of either the hard disk, tape, or floppy 
in MBytes. Example: If a tape backup was the 
device in question, the answer would be 80 if 
<s;;;::---. the associated tape cartridge being used coul~ 
hold 80 MBytes worth of memory. 
Storage Medium ( 1-Tape Cartridge, 2-Tape Reel, 
3-Removable Hard Disk, 4-Removable Floppy Disk-
ette, 5-Fixed, 6-0ther): Numeric, 1 wide accept-
ing the numbers 1 thru 6. Based on the storage 
type selected in A, choose the storage medium 
being used. If the unit is a tape backup (Al), 
select either 1-Tape Cartridge, 2-Tape Reel, or 
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E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
6-0ther. If the unit is a Hard Disk (A2), 
select either 3-Removable Hard Disk, 5-Fixed, or 
6-0ther. [A Bernoulli Box could be defined with 
4-Removable Disk cartridge Floppy • since its 
contains a floppy magnetic medium.) In the same 
fashion, select 4-Removable Floppy Diskette or 
6-0ther for a Floppy storage device (A3). 
Disk Size Width & Length: Numeric, Both 5 wide 
with 2 decimal places. If A2 (Hard disk) or A3 
(Floppy) was selected and the disk is removable 
fill in the disk width and length in inches, 
otherwise leave blank. 
Tape Size Width: Numeric, 4 wide and 2 decimal 
places. If the Storage Type is Tape (Al), com-
plete the question with the actual width of the 
tape itself in inches, 
otherwise leave blank. 
• 1.e. . 7 5" wide tape, 
Tape Size Length: Numeric, 6 wide and 2 decimal 
places. If the Storage Type is Tape (Al), com-
plete the question by inserting the length of 
tape in feet found on the reel or in the car-
tridge, otherwise leave blank. 
Tape Cartridge Width & Length: Numeric, 5 wide 
and 2 decimal places. If the Storage Type is 
Tape (Al) and the Storage medium is Tape Car-
tridge (Dl), then fill in the dimensions of the 
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I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
cartridge itself in inches, converting any 
metric measurements to the English system, 
otherwise leave blank. 
External Transformer: Logical. Does the 
network device have an external transformer (T) 
or does it have a regular power cable (F). 
Tape Backup Time: Numeric, 5 wide with 2 
decimal places. If the device • is Tape (Al) , 
record the time in minutes required to backup a 
full 10 megabytes of data (extrapolation can be 
used if needed), otherwise leave blank. 
Can DOS Access all of the disk drive: Logical. 
If the device is a Hard Disk (A2) or Floppy 
(A3), can DOS access the drive without special 
software? If the storage type is Al then insert 
the letter F. 
Does Product use PC Power: Logical. If the 
device is internal to the PC (Bis True), then 
does it also use its power? 
blank, otherwise: 
If false leave 
I. +5, +12, -5, and -12 volt current: Numer-
ic, 5 wide with 3 decimal places. What is 
the current consumed by the product using 
the internal PC power supply voltages? 
Answer in terms of Amps. 
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II. Motor startup Current +SV & +12V: Numeric, 
5 wide and 3 decimal places. All motors 
require spikes of current for short dura-
tions to provide the necessary inertia to 
overcome its resting position; therefore, 
startup currents must be measured and 
reported in Amps for both the +5. and +12 
volt lines. (Note: this is most applicable 
for disk drives operating on internal PC 
power). 
' 
70. PRINTER~ page 3 
A. 
B. 
c. 
Pr int Speed Measured (1-Pages/min, 2-CPS): 
Numeric, 1 wide with 1 or 2 valid answers only. 
Are speeds given in terms of pages per minute, 
such as the HP Laserj et which prints 8 pag-
es/min, or in terms of Characters Per Second,· 
such as the IBM Graphics Printer which operates 
at 80 cps. Select the appropriate measurement 
for the printer in question and enter 1 or 2. 
Speed:Numeric, 5 wide with 1 decimal place. 
Enter the appropriate numbers for the speed with 
which the printer operates according to the 
measurement standard selected in A (pages/min or 
CPS). 
Print Method (1-Dot, 2-Daisy, 3-RRTT, 4-Ink, 
5-Thermal, 6-Laser, 7-0ther): Numeric, 1 wide 
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D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
with a choice of 1 thru 7. Enter the printing 
method that the printer uses, whether it be Dot 
Matrix, Daisy wheel (or print element, thimble), 
Resistive Ribbon The):Jl\al Transfer, Ink jet, 
Thermal, Laser, or other printing technology. 
Print Direction (1-Unidirectional, 
2-bidirectional): Numeric, choice of 1 or 2. 
. I ,_.v . 
This question applies to only those printers 
which have a carriage and operate with a linear 
• 
tracking print head. Answer whether printing 
occurs in one direction only (1), or if printing 
occurs in both directions (2). 
Number of Print Elements/Head: Numeric, 2 inte-
gers wide. Enter the number of elements that are 
used per printing head to transfer printing to 
the paper. This question would not apply to 
Daisy wheel or Laser printers and would be left 
blank for those products. 
Print Buffer Size: Numeric, 5 wide with 1 
decimal place. Enter the amount of memory the 
printer has on board that acts as a printer 
buffer when connected to the PC. 
Number of colors per ribbon: Numeric, 1 inte-
ger. If the printer uses a ribbon and has color 
capability enter the maximum number of colors 
per ribbon, otherwise enter O. 
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H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
Maximum Paper Width: Numeric, 5 wide with 2 
decimal places. Enter the • maximum allowable 
paper width that can be used with the printer in 
inches. 
.. 
inches. 
Graphics 
Convert any metric measurements into 
Capabilities: Logical. Can the 
printer support graphics symbols from the PC, 
i.e. Daisy wheels cannot support graphics (F), 
but an HP Laserjet can (T). 
Base Model Paper Feed ( 1-sprocket, 2-traction, 
3-cut sheet feeder): Numeric, choices of 1, 2, 
or 3. ~en the 
Ci 
configuiation, 
printer is purchased in its base 
what mode of paper feed • 1S 
provided. For instance, the NEC Pinwri ter cpJ 
initially comes with traction feed and the cut 
sheet feeder costs extra; however, the HP 
Laserjet comes with a cut sheet feeder. 
Options: Character, 60 wide. Add any options 
that can be purchased with the printer, but 
choose the words carefully because a limited 
amount of room is available to list the options. 
80. MISC - page 6 
A. Specific Product Function: Character, 96 wide. 
Provide a short description of what the product 
does - its primary function. Remember, the MISC 
heading is reserved for products that do not fit 
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4. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
under the other previously defined product 
headers (Modems, Monitors, Plotters, Printers, 
Network Devices, Storage Devices). 
External Transformer: Logical. Does the 
network device have an external transformer (T) 
or does it have a regular power cable (F). 
Does Product use Internal Power: Logical. If 
the device is internal to the PC, then does it 
al so use its power? 
otherwise: 
If false . leave blank, 
I. +5, +12, -5, and -12 volt current: Numer-
ic, 5 wide with 3 decimal places. What is 
the current consumed by the product using 
the internal PC power supply voltages? 
Answer in terms of Amps. 
Comments: Character, 296 wide. Provide all 
pertinent technical information about a product. 
Remember, that this information is being placed. 
in a database for easy recall and should there-
fore be important data. Use good judgment. 
If the product type is 11 - 15 (I/0 Cards), then 
complete the I/0 Adapter Card Product Data Input form 
on page 5 by following the steps outlined below. 
A. Product Name: Character, Maximum length is 35 
characters. This name must be identical to the 
name used to identify the product on the TRACKER 
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B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
portion of the database. Consult the Product 
Engineer to confirm this name. (Use of identi-
cal names insures database integrity and pre-
vents the proliferation of names to identify the 
same product. ) 
Hardware EC Level: Numeric, length of 4 with 2 
decimal places. Enter the current product level 
or version of the card as described by the 
vendor. 
Software EC Level: Numeric, length of 4 with 2 
decimal places. Enter the current software 
level, for example DOS 2. 11 would simply be 
entered as 1 2.11 1 • This information is usually 
found on the supplied software diskette. 
Company Name: Character, any length. Enter the 
card's manufacturer. 
Date: Date, dd/mm/yy. Enter today's date. 
+5, -5, +12, -12 vdc current: Numeric, 4 digit 
integer. Measure the nominal current drawn on 
each of the voltage supplies and report the 
result in milliamps. 
I/0 Channel Connector Size ( 62 or 98 pin) : 
Numeric, 2 digit integer. PC's and.XT's have a 
standard bus slot of 62 pins while the AT has 
the expanded bus adapter with 98 pins. 
the correct number of pins on the I/0 card. 
Enter 
. ' .. 
,/ 
" 
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' 
Number of Slots Used by Card: Numeric, 1 digit. 
Most cards occupy one slot, but some are too 
wide and take up two slots or have a second 
adapter for the adjacent slot. Enter the exact 
number of slots thai the card occupies while 
installed. 
Card Size (Full, 3/ 4, Half) : Numeric, 4 wide 
with 2 decimal places. This refers to the 
physical length of the card. For example, the 
Encore card is a full length card (l.O), but the 
parallel printer adapter is a half-size card 
(0.5). 
Does this product have RAM storage: Logical. 
Essentially, does this card function as a memory 
card? The answer is •true• only when its memory 
occupies address locations from o to 640K and 
from lM to Maximum allowable memory. 
What is the basic memory size: Numeric, 4 digit 
integer. What is the base amount of memory that 
is included on a card in kilobytes. 
answer to J is False leave blank. 
If the 
What is the maximum memory size: Numeric, 5 
digit integer. If the card is fully populated, 
what is the maximum amount of memory available 
on the card in kilobytes. If the answer to J is 
False leave blank. 
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Number of Interrupts: Numeric, 1 digit integer. 
Enter the total number of interrupt levels 
available, including the total of user select-
able interrupts. For instance, if the user had 
the option of selecting interrupt line 5 or 6 
only, then the total number of interrupt levels 
available on the card would be 2. If the card 
had one fixed interrupt at level 2 and then one 
user selectable of either 5 or 6, the total 
number of interrupt levels available would be 3. 
IRQO - IRQ15: Logical. Enter T if that inter-
rupt channel is used or can be user selected to 
be used, otherwise leave the line blank. 
DMAO - DMA7: Logical. Enter T if that OMA 
channel is used or can be user selected to be 
used, otherwise leave the line blank. 
DOS Program Resident: Logical. Does the vendor 
software load into memory and remain resident 
during the normal operation of DOS? For exam-
ple, E78.COM (3278/79 emulation program for VM) 
becomes resident in DOS. One gains access to VM 
by hitting a hotkey, usually Alt-Esc, which 
toggles between DOS and Host operations. 
On Board Memory Buffer: Logical. Does the I/0 
card contain its own buffer memory which resides 
' 
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' 
' between the end of usable DOS ( 64 OK) and the 
beginning of Extended Memory (lM)? 
On Board Memory Buffer Starts: Numeric, 3 digit 
integer. If the I/0 card has its own buffer 
memory, enter the starting address in Kilobytes, 
otherwise leave this line blank. If the start-
ing address is selectable, enter the factory set 
starting address. 
On Board Buffer Size: Numeric, 3 digit integer. 
If the I/0 card has its own buffer memory, enter 
the size in kilobytes of the memory, otherwise 
leave this line blank. 
User Selectable Starting Address Available: 
Logical. If the I/0 card has its own buffer 
memory, can the user select the starting address 
to prevent card conflicts? If the buffer 
starting address can be moved enter 'TI I other-
• wise enter 'F'. 
What is the Lowest Level of DOS compatibility: 
Numeric, 4 wide with 2 decimal places. What is 
the lowest version of DOS that can be used to 
operate with the I/0 card. For example, the IBM 
Token-Ring adapter requires at least DOS 3.0 for 
operation. 
What is the highest level of DOS compatibility: 
Numeric, 4 wide with 2 decimal places. Although 
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5. 
most products designed for operation with a 
down-level version of DOS can function with any 
version above its original release, some product 
may exist that cannot. This represents the 
highest released version of DOS that can run on 
the I/0 Card. 
If the Product type is 11 - 15 and page 5 has been 
completed, page 6 must then be finished according to 
the available functions on the I/0 card. (Remember 
that categories 11-15 are Bus Dependent meaning that 
the product attaches directly to the I/Obus.) 
(f 
A. 
B. 
Number of Functions (not including memory func-
tions): Numeric, 1 digit integer between o and 
5. Total the number of functions available for 
use with the I/0 card that does not include user 
memory or on board buffers. For each function 
counted I/0 start and end addresses will have to 
be known. For example, the Encore card has two 
functions other than memory: asynch port and 
printer port. 
Description of Functions (1 - 5): Character, 2 
wide. A limit of five functions per card has 
arbitrarily been assigned. Starting with 
Function 1, enter the two letter abbreviation 
for the type of card function (Abbreviations and 
definitions are found listed on page 6). 
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c. 
Complete the exact number of functions as 
defined by the answer in A, above. 
Number of Total Addresses ( 1-5) : Numeric, 1 
digit integer. Starting with Function 1 and for 
all the exact number of functions defined in A, 
enter the total number of user selectable I/0 
starting addresses for the respective functions . 
If a product can have a starting address at 
200h, 250h, 2AOh, and the user gets to select 
which address, the number entered for this line 
is 3. 
D. Address Starts & Ends (1-5, First - Third): 
Character, 3 digit hexadecimal number. For each 
function starting with Function 1, indicate the 
starting and ending I/0 address for the Card. 
The options First Address, Second Address, Third 
Address should be completed when a particular 
function has user selectable starting addresses. 
Continuing the example of the Encore card from 
above, call Function _1 AS (asynchronous port). 
The first starting and ending addresses are 3F8 
and 3FF, respectively. The second starting and 
ending addresses are 2F8 and 2FF, respectively. 
Function 2 would be PR (Printer Port) and would 
have first starting and ending addresses at 378 
and 37F, respectively. •'I, The second starting and 
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6. 
ending addresses would be 278 and 27F, respec-
tively. 
The Data Input Forms are now complete and ready for 
submission. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING DATA INPUT FORMS 
These foras are intended to assist the preparation of inforaatian 
for entry into the Complementary Products Engineering Oat.abase. 
1. Decide fro• the list below whet.her the product. is st.rict.ly 
an I/0 Card or another peripheral type. 
PRODUCT TYPES: 
A. I/0 Cards B. 
11. General Adapt.ers 
Other Peripherals 
20. Modeas 70. 
Monitors 80. 
Plotters 
• 
Printer 
Hise. 12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Meaory Cards 
Eaulat.or Cards 
Network Cards 
Misc I/0 Cards 
ao. 
40. 
50. 
60. 
Net.work Devices 
Storage/Backup Devices 
2. If the product. is fro• A, coaplete pages related t.o I/0 
Cards, otherwise fill out. all information that. applies t.o 
the Monitor, Modem, Plotter, etc. you are evaluating. 
GENERAL PRODUCT DATA INPUT FOR PC INDEPENDENT PERIPHERALS 
PRODUCT NAME: 
- - --- -
Product. Type: UL Standard: DATE: 
-- ---- - ----
Hardware EC Level: Vendor Soft.ware EC Level: 
- -
Hardware Interface Connect.or ( ie, aale 2S-pin >: 
- -
Interface Prot.ocol ( ie, a.synch> : 
------ --- -
Aaount. of Base PC Meaory Required for Operation: 
- -
Kbyt.es 
Mi:iiaua DOS Version Required for Operation: 
--- --
Does t.he Vendor Supply Soft.ware (T/FJ?: 
---
POWER REQUI~EMENTS: 
Is 110 Volts used (T/FJ? Is 220 Volt.s used CTIF>? 
-
110V Current. Drawn: Aaps 220V Current. Drawn: 
--
Aaps 
-
110V Power Used: Watt.s 220V Power Used: Watts 
-- ---
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS: 
Height.: inches 
-------
Width: 
-----
inches 
Lengt.h: inches Weight: pounds 
------- -- ----
Does the product. have an adapt.er t.ha t. attaches directly t.o the 
bus CT/F)? 
----
Cif yes, please also co•plete I/0 Adapter Card 
Data Input. Fora - Required for database input..] 
1 of 6 
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HODENS I MONITOR I PLOTTER I NETWORK DATA INPUT 
PRODUCT NAME: 
---- -- -- -. 
HODEMS: 
St.and Alone? ( T /F J : 
-
Ext.•rna.l Tra.nsfora? (T/FJ 
BAUD RATE Lowe•t.: Highest.: 
Phone Jack t.ype: Hay•s coapat.ible? CT /F >: 
-
Can t.elephone be plugged int.a aadea? (T/F) 
Coaaent.s: 
MONITORS: 
Does product. get. power fro• PC? (T/F) 
Type: 1 .. Coaposit.e, 2 = RGB, 3 
-
Hano 
Number of characters: high wide: 
--
--,. 
Nuaber of Pixels: Horizont.al: Vertical: 
-
Diagonal aeasureaent: 
- -
.. 
Coament.s: 
-
. 
--
PLOTTERS: 
Nuaber of pens: Ext.ernal Transfaraer? CT/F) 
Largest. Paper . Width: Lengt.h: . 
-- -
Coaaent.s: 
--
-
-
- -
NETWORKS: 
To which specific net.work does t.he product. connect? 
-----Ceg. Only Token-Ring) 
Ext.ernal Transformer? CT/F) 
- --
Coaaent.s: 
-- -- - -- --
----- - -- --
- ---- -- --- ---
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PRINTER/ STORAGE DATA INPUT 
PRODUCT NAME: 
----------------------·-----------~---
PRINTER: 
Print. Speed Measured: ___ _ (1 • Pages/ain, 2 • CPS> Speed:-----
---------
Choose fro•: (1 - Oot. 0 Print. Met.hod: 
2 - Daisy, 3 = RRTT. 4 • INK, 5 • Theraal, 6 • laser, 7 • other> 
Print. Direction: ______ (1 • unidirectional, 2 • bidirectional> 
Nuaber print. eleaent.s/head: Print Buf-f'er size: ____ Kb y t.es 
• 
Nuaber of colors per ribbon: 
Maxiau• Paper widt.h: (in. J Graphic capabi1it.ies?CT/F) __ _ 
Base Model Paper Feed: Choose from: (1 • sprocket., 
2 - tract.ion, 3 - cu't. sheet. feeder> 
OPTIONS: 
Co•aents: 
----------------------
----------·--------
STORAGE: 
St.orage Type · 
-------
(1 = t.ape, 2 = hard disk, 3 = floppy> 
Does product fit in a PC? (T/FJ 
St.orage capacity ·---------- Mbyt.es 
Storage aedium:____ Choose froa: (1 = t.ape cart.ridge, 
2 = t.ape reel, a - reaovable hard disk, 4 = reaovable floppy, 
5 - fixed, 6 = other) 
Disk size: widt.h: length: 
- ---
---
Tape size: widt.h: lengt.h: 
-----
Tape cart.ridge: widt.h: lengt.h: 
- -- --
-
External Trans-f'oraer? CT/FJ: 
-----------
Tape backup t.iae CMins/10 Megabyt.es): 
-----·-----
Can DOS ac:-cess all oft.he disk drive? (T/FJ 
-------
Does product. use PC Power? CT/FJ: 
-------·--
+5V current. 
------
<A•ps> -5V current._ _ _____ (Amps> 
+121J current ________ <A•ps> -121J current _______ (AapsJ 
Mot.or Sta.rt.up current.: +5V _________ (Amps) +12V _______ (Amps> 
Ca•aent.s: 
--------·----~----~--~~----------------·-----~~-~ 
-------~---------------------·~--~--------------------·--------
3 o-f' 6 
Figure 59 
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I/0 ADAPTER CARD PRODUCT DATA INPUT 
PRODUCT NAME: ' I 
Hardware EC Level: Saft.ware EC Level: 
-
COMPANY NAME: DATE: 
--
- -
+ 5 vdc: aA -5 vdc: •A +12 vdc: aA -12 vdc: •A 
-- -
1/0 Channel Connect.or Size (62 or 98 - pin>: 
Nuaber of 51ot.s used b.,, card: 
Card Size: 
-
<FULL, 3/4, HALF> 
RAM STORAGE: . 
Does t.his product. use RAM Storage CT/FJ7: 
What. is basic aeaory size k-byt.es? 
-
What. is maxi•u• •eaory size k-byt.es? 
--
INTERRUPTS: CTIF> Nuaber of Int.errupt.s: 
-
IRQO . IRQ1 . IRQ2 . IRQ3 . . . . . 
-
IRQ4 . IRQ5 . IRQ6 . IRQ7 . . 
-
. . 
. 
IRQS . IRQ9 . IRQ10: IRQ11: . 
-
. 
- -
IRQ12: IRQ13: 
-
IRQ14: 
-
IRQ12: 
T = Interrupt. Channel used 
F = Interrupt. Channel not. used 
OMA CHANNELS: CTIF> 
DMAO . DMA1 . DMA2 . DMA3 
. 
. . 
. . 
DMA4 . DMA5 . DMA6 . DMA7 .
 
. . 
- -
. . 
T = OMA Channel used 
F 
-
OMA Channel not. used . 
GENERAL DATA: 
DOS Prograa Resident.: On Board Meaory Buffer: 
---
On Board Bu-f'-f'er St.ar't.s: 
--
On Board Buffer Size: 
-
User Selec-r.a.ble St.art.ing Address Available ( T /FJ : 
-
005 INFORMATION: 
What. is t.he lowest. level D -f' DOS coapat.ibili't.y? 
What. is t.he highest. level of DOS C018pa't.ibilit.y7 
---
4 of 6 
Figure 60 
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I/0 ADAPTER CARD PRODUCT DATA INPUT 
PRODUCT NAME:--------------~------------------------
I/0 CAPABILITIES: 
Nuaber of Functions (not including •••ory functions>: 
-------
Description of Functions: 
Function 1: Function 2: __ _ 
-
Function 4: 
Function 4: Function a:_, __ _ 
-
Choose from: 
PR - Print.er Part AS .. Asynchronous BI ... Bisynchranous 
SD - SDLC GR ... Graphics cc 
-
Game Card 
FD - Fixed Disk Controller EH = E•ulator 
DC - Diskette Controller HI :a Misc. 
NW - Network Adapt.or 
ADDRESS INFORMATION: 
Function 1: Nuaber of optional Address:----·---
First Address Starts: First Address Ends: 
------
Second Address Starts: 
----
Second Address Ends: 
Third Address Starts: 
-·----
Third Address Ends: 
Function 2: Nuaber of optional Address: -------
First Address Starts: First Address Ends: 
-----
Second Address Starts: 
---·--
Second Address Ends: 
Third Address Starts: 
----
Third Address Ends: 
-----
Function a: Number of optional Address: -------
First Address Starts: __ , __ _ First Address Ends: _, ___ _ 
Second Address Starts: 
----
Second Address Ends: 
-----
Third Address Starts: Third Address Ends: 
Function 4: Nuaber of optional Address:-·-----
First Address Starts: 
-----
. First Address Ends: 
Second Address Starts: 
-----
Second Address Ends: 
-----
Third Address Starts: Third Address Ends: 
---·--
Function 5: Nuaber of optional Address:------·--
First Address Starts: 
-·-----
First Address Ends: 
--·---
Second Address Starts: Second Address Ends: 
---·--
Third Address Starts: 
----
Third Address Ends: 
------
5 of 6 
Figure 61 
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I/0 ADAPTER CARD PRODUCT DATA INPUT 
PRODUCT NAHE: __ 
Co••ents: 
MISCELLANEOUS DATA INPUT 
PRODUCT NAME=-----------------------------
MISC. 
Specific Product Function · 
-------------
-------·---------------
------
External Transforaer? (T/FJ 
Does product use internal power? (T/FJ 
+5V current 
+12V current 
Coaaents: 
(AapsJ 
____
__ (A•psJ 
_______ , _____ _ 
-5V current 
-12V current 
____
__ (Aaps> 
____
__ (A•ps) 
----------------·--·-----·---"----·-----------------
--------·--
, ______________
____________ __ 
Figure 62 
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Complementary Products Engineering Database Flowchart 
The fallowing pages describe each program that 
called and used throughout the Complementary Products 
• is 
Engineering Database. The programs are listed in an order 
of horizontal decomposition, in other words each layer of 
programs are described before progressing to the next layer 
as opposed to following a single branch of the tree to the 
very last program that it calls. (Ref er to the Systems 
Diagram for help) Each change in layer will be delineated 
throughout this document. 
The definitions 
interpreted as follows. 
for each file usage should be 
A. 
B. 
c. 
Database File - Files that are opened during the 
course of the particular program flow will be 
listed. This refers to those .dbf files that are 
opened by either the USE or SET VIEW command. 
Files that are open as the result of the calling 
program shall not be listed. 
Index File - The same rule for database files 
shall be maintained for index files, where an 
index file refers to a file used to maintain 
record pointers that allow user defined 
organization.) 
Error Program - Whatever error program that • is 
loaded into machine memory during the operation of 
a particular program will be listed regardless of 
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, 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
whether or not that program name was specified in 
the program. This is necessary in case of error, 
for whatever program is defined as the error 
program will be called at any point in any program 
that an error occurs. (This becomes especially 
crucial for error recovery routines when operated 
on a Local Area Network.) 
Escape Program - The same rule for the error 
programs apply to the escape ,..program. Whenever 
the SET ESCAPE ON command has been given, striking 
the Esc key will cause an execution of the escape 
program, regardless of whether it has been loaded 
during that programs operation or not. 
Procedure File - The procedure file opened during 
program execution is listed. If the a procedure 
• in a calling file has previously been opened 
routine, it has not been listed. 
Memory Files - All files from which predefined 
memory variables have been restored to active 
memory are listed in the program utilizing those 
.mem files. 
Binary Files - Dbase allows the loading of machine 
code programs into memory for execution. Any 
machine code programs that 'fare resident during 
program execution are listed, regardless of which 
program loaded them. 
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H. 
' 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
• 
Format Programs - All programs ( .prg and • fmt) 
used to provide screen formats ( including menu 
operations) are listed here. This 1 isting shall 
include only those programs called during 
immediate program execution. 
View Files - All files which are used to establish 
open database files, indexes, and relationships 
will be listed in the program of use only. 
Alternate Files - Any file to which database 
output is directed. These files are used 
primarily during the outputting of data where the 
information is stored to disk and then rerouted to , 
a printer using the DOS Print. com command. The 
name of the file is listed in all programs in 
which it is ope~. 
Subroutines - Any program to which control of the 
program branches shall be considered a subroutine 
and as thus defined under this section. 
Variables Initiated - Every mimory variable that 
is created will be listed and defined. By the 
nature of Dbase, every variable created • in one 
program is considered public to all of the 
subroutines called by that program. At the same 
time, every variable created in one program is 
considered private to the calling program, and 
that variable will be erased when control of the 
- 112 -
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program returns to the caller. (As a result of 
this structure, many of the program variables that 
are passed as variables are done so unnecessarily. 
Likewise, many of the same variables are 
repetitively defined and thus waste time. Program 
efficiency could be improve and overall • size 
diminished if anyone would care to modify the 
entire database.) 
------------------------------------------------------------
Layer One 
------------------------------------------------------------
1. ENG MENU. PRG - Main Menu program that controls the 
calling of all remaining programs in the database. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G • 
H. 
I. 
J. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg 
- Back_out.prg 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- Menu_fmt.prg 
- N/A 
-
1. 
2. 
3. 
App_trac.prg - Add new records to tracker. 
Trac_mod.prg - Modify tracker records. 
Pri_trac.prg - Sub-menu to print tracker. 
. . 
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K. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Rel_mod.prg - Modify compatibility info. 
Pri_rel.prg - Print compatibility info. 
Interim.prg - Handles calls to eng. records. 
Card_con.prg - I/0 conflict determination. 
Helpme.prg - Help menu for the program. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
3. 
a_color, ai_color, r_color, p_color, rb color 
- variable for screen color change. 
today, todayl - declared public vaiables. 
i, choice - selection number from menu. 
ser - logical variable passed to program 
indicating which program it was called from. 
------------------------------------------------------------
LAYER TWO 
------------------------------------------------------------
2. APP TRAC.PRG - Called from Eng_menu and is used to add 
new records with dates for the tracker half of the 
database. 
A. 
.B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
Database File 
Index Files 
r 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
- Released.dbf 
- Record.dbf 
- Tracker.ndx 
- Released.ndx 
- Eng_ord.ndx 
- Warnme.prg (Not stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not stated) 
- N/A 
- Rel mvar.mem 
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3. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
- Pro mvar.mem 
-
Binary Files 
- Cursoff.bin (Remains loaded) 
(Remains loaded) - Curson.bin 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Track.fmt 
- N/A 
- N/A 
1. Spc_note.prg - Allows the inclusion of 
comments with the record. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
A_color, R_color - Passes color info. 
Mactivity - Assigns all starting activity A. 
Receiving - Control variable for input loop. 
Answer, Answer2 - Used for question input. 
TRAC MOD.PRG - Called from Eng_menu.prg to modify the 
tracker records of existing products in the database. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
- Released.dbf 
- Trc note.dbf 
- Record.dbf 
- Tracker.ndx 
- Released.ndx 
- Eng_ord.ndx 
- Prod nam.ndx 
- Warnme.prg 
- Back_out.prg 
- Load_db.prg 
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F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
(a) Db load - Load tracker 
database variables into 
' 
memory variables. 
(b) Trc load - Load comments 
of database into memory 
variables. 
- Rel mvar.mem 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- Trac all.fmt 
- Trac_upd.fmt 
- N/A 
- N/A 
(Remains loaded) 
(Remains loaded) 
K. Subroutines 
L. 
1. 
2. 
Prod_ ser. prg - Performs search on database 
passed by the parameter dbf ile for a given 
product name. 
Spc_note.prg - Allows the inclusion of 
comments with the record. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
A_color, R_color - Passes screen info. 
Dbfile - Passes database filename to subrou-
tine Prod ser. 
Sformat - Carries appropriate format file to 
use to obtain updating information. Depen-
dent upon whether or not comments exist. 
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4. 
4. 
s. 
Answer, Answer2 - Used for question input. 
Pointer - Control variable representing 
existence of comments. 
PRI TRAC. PRG - Called from Eng_menu.prg as a program 
that provides sub-menu to allow selection of desired 
format for printing tracker information. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin (Already loaded) 
._, 
- Curson.bin (Already loaded) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
1. 
2. 
Pri_pend.prg - Sub-menu to print pending 
products list in different formats. 
Pend_mth.prg - Prints list of all products 
3. 
having actual or target dates in 
month. 
• a given 
Pri_memo.prg - Prints individualized product 
information. 
. . ' ' 
' . ,\ ·,. 
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L. 
4. Pri targ.prg 
-
- Print only • • engineering 
release target dates of pending products. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. Answer - Allows for selection of print 
option. 
REL MOD.PRG - Called from Eng menu.prg to update 
compatibility information of released products. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure File 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Released.dbf 
- Record.dbf 
- Tracker.ndx 
- Released.ndx 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- Load_db.prg 
(a) Rel_load.prg 
- Program 
within procedure to load 
stored info into memory 
variables. 
- Rel mvar.mem 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- Release.fmt 
- N/A 
- N/A 
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(Remains loaded) 
(Remains loaded) 
• 
6. 
L. 
1. 
2. 
Prod_ser.prg - Used to find the appropriate 
record in the database. 
Ck_comp.prg 
- Checks the compatibility 
information to insure its correctness. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Dbfile - Stores database file and indexes to 
be used by the subroutine Prod_ser.prg. 
Receiving - Variable used in the control loop 
of the program. Insures correct answer 
before leaving the loop. 
Answer, Answer2 - Used for_question input. 
PRI_REL.PRG - Program called from Eng_menu to print the 
released product information including compatibility. 
The options include information on just released 
products or all products plus filtering capabilities to 
provide information by division of support. 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure File 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- Released.dbf 
- Record.dbf 
- Tracker.ndx 
- Released.ndx 
- Ptr_stuc.prg 
- Back_out.prg 
- N/A 
- Rel mvar.mem 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
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(Remains loaded) 
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7. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Tempmenu.prg 
- N/A 
- Rel stor.txt 
1. DOS PRINT.COM - Used to direct the alternate 
file from disk to the printer. Configured to 
allow printing to occur in the background. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Templ, Temp2, Temp3, Temp4, Temp_off, Offset, 
Selectnum - Used to obtain desired 
information output. 
Serstat - For divisional support. 
Title, Act, Stitle, Underl - Represents 
information to be used during printouts. 
Emph, D~uble, Undrline, Red, Blue, Can_emph, 
normal, can_undr, black - Printer control 
variables for bold, underlining, and changing 
colors. 
Tupdate - Date of most recent database 
update. 
Tline, Pagenum - Printer control characters. 
Answer, Answer2 - Used for question input. 
INTERIM.PRG - Called from Eng_menu.prg and used to call 
the engineering database. Searches for the appropriate 
product name and passes that information to the next 
function. 
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A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg 
- Back_out.prg 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
(Not stated) 
(Not stated) 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
H. , Format Programs 
- N/A 
I. 
J. 
K. 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
1. 
2. 
3. 
" 
4. 
Prod_ser. prg - Routine used to find desired 
record from a given database, that database 
being passed to the subroutine as a 
parameter. 
Inpdat. prg - Appends technical data to the 
• • engineering database. Product name and type 
• is passed along as a parameter. 
Upd.prg - Updates existing record in the 
portion the • • engineering of technical 
database. Product name and type is passed 
along as a parameter. 
outdat.prg 
- Prints the technical 
information about a given product found by 
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8. 
L. 
5. 
passing the product name and type as a 
parameter. 
Testgen.prg - Prgram to explain which testing 
procedure to follow based on product type in 
question. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Choice - Parameter passed from Eng_ menu. prg 
as to which subroutine to use. 
Namef, Nameg, Namei - Defines the function 
'Update' , 'Print' to be used • 'Append', in a 
question at the end of the program. 
Dbf - Name of database file and index to be 
passed to the subroutine. 
Again - Logical loop control variable. 
Prod, Ptype - Memory variables to store 
product name and type from released.dbf. 
JK - variable to store question answer. 
CARD CON.PRG - Called from Eng_menu.prg as the program 
to perform evaluation of I/0 card compatibility with 
the existing I/0 cards in the database. 
A. Database File - Io cardst.dbf 
- Io cardad.dbf 
B. Index Files - Card ord.ndx 
- Opt_ord.ndx 
- Idorder.ndx 
c. Error Program - Warnme.prg (Not stated) 
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D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Con out.prg 
-
- Back_out.prg (Reset at End) 
- Engineer 
( a) Io load - Load the I/0 
card memory variables. 
(b) Add load - Loads the 
address memory variables. 
(c) Dec hex - Routine to 
convert decimal to 
hexadecimal. 
- Io mvar.mem 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- Io look.vue 
- Ibm look.vue 
- Con stor.txt 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
1. Prod_ser.prg - Routine used to find desired 
record from a given database, that database 
2. 
being passed to the subroutine as a 
parameter. 
DOS Print. com - Used to print the alternate 
file in the background operations of Dbase. 
Variables Initiated: 
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9. 
• 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Search - Parameter passed from Eng_ menu. prg 
as to whether a database is open. 
Mrecord, Madd - Stores the record number 
during address conflict evaluation. 
Dbfile - Name of database file and index to 
be passed to the subroutine. 
Conflict - Logical loop control variable. 
Rb_color, r_color, a color - Screen control 
variables. 
Tline, Tdbf - Numerical counting. 
Emph, Double, Undrline, Red, Blue, Can_emph, 
normal, can_undr, black - Printer control 
variables for bold, underlining, and changing 
colors. 
Mject - Controls variable printer eject 
character. 
Tvue - Stores the appropriate view name. 
Tas, Tae - Stores starting and end addresses, 
respectively. 
Mirq, intlist, intent, mint, mres, inct - All 
variables used during interrupt conflict 
evaluation. 
Mst, Med - Used during memory conflict 
evaluation. 
HELPME. PRG - Helpme screen called from Eng_menu. prg 
that assists the user in using the complete database. 
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Consists of a series of written screens describing the 
each menu option. 
------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------LAYER THREE 
==========================================~================= 
10. SPC NOTE.PRG - Called from App_trac.prg to handle the 
addition of comments to the tracker side of the 
database. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Record.dbf 
- Prod nam.ndx 
- Warnme.prg (Not stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not stated) 
- N/A 
- Mem note.mem 
- cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- Trc note.fmt 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
(Remains loaded) 
(Remains loaded) 
Variables Initiated: 
1. Choice - Used for question input. 
11. PROD SER.PRG - Subroutine used to find the appropriate 
record of a given database. Written to accept the 
database name and index file via a passed parameter, 
the program performs its search for a given name. It 
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also provides the user with a directory of existing 
records. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
' 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure File 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A (Passed thru parameter) 
- N/A (Passed thru parameter) 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
(Remains loaded) 
(Remains loaded) 
1. Ser_exit.prg - Used to stop a directory from 
taking place. Initiated at the strike of any 
key. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. R, X, TR - Control variables to allow proper 
spacing during printout. 
12. PRI PEND.PRG - Called from Pri_trac.prg and provides a 
sub-menu for the selection of different formats 
which to print out the desired information 
A. 
B. 
c. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
- Record.dbf 
- N/A 
- Ptr_stuc.prg 
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D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- Rel_mvar.prg 
- Cursoff.bin (Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) - Curson.bin 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
- Pend_fmt.prg 
- N/A 
- Pri stoa.txt (A, B, c, or D) 
- Pri stob.txt (dependent on a) 
- Pri stoc.txt (selection from) 
- Pri stod.txt (within program) 
Subroutines 
1. 
2. 
3 • 
Pri_allp.prg - Prints all tracker information 
about products. Variable 'selectnum' 
represents request to either print all 
products or only those pending release, and 
is passed as a parameter. 
Pri TorA.prg - Prints output showing either 
an actual or target date. 'Selectnum' passed 
as parameter as in 1. 
Pri TvsA.prg - Prints target versus actual 
dates of the tracker information. Parameters 
are 'selectnum' and 'answer2' which 
,~ ' - --c... 
• represents the paper size. 
. . . ' ' ' 
'.-· :·. t ' 
. '! 
'c , 
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4. 
5. 
Pri_Arel.prg 
without any 
- Print 
target 
only actual dates 
dates involved. 
'Selectnum' is a parameter as above. 
DOS Print.com - Used to send the alternate 
file to the printer as a background job. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Ptypea, ptypeb, ptypec, ptyped - Variable 
that stores title of printout. 
Answer, answer2, selectnum - Allows for 
selection of print options. 
Temp4, offset - Used to center questions. 
Tab - Adjusts for paper width during 
printouts. 
Title, stitle, underl - Stores the first page 
header. 
13. PEND MTH.PRG - Called from Pri_trac.prg to print a list 
of products having either target or actual dates in a 
user selected month. 
- Record.dbf 
- N/A 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Mth_fmt.prg 
- N/A 
- Pri mth.txt 
1. 
2. 
TvsA_mth.prg - Prints tracker information 
about products according to target or actual 
; 
dates • in a • given month . Variables 
'selectnum', 'ld' , 'ud' , and 'answer2' are 
passed as parameters. 
DOS Print.com - Sends the alternate file from 
disk to the printer in the background. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Cormonth - Used to determine if system clock 
is the correct month. 
Mnthnum - Represents month number selection 
• • to be used during processing. 
Selectnum - Represents search for actual or 
target dates. 
Answer, answer2, tab - Allow for exit, adjust 
for paper width during printouts. 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- Ptr_stuc.prg s. ld, ud - Stores correct month information to 
be used during the search. 
- Back_out.prg (Not stated) 
- N/A 6. Title, stitle, under!, choice, tabit - Stores 
- Rel_mvar.prg 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
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(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
the first page header. 
14. PRI MEMO.PRG - Called from Pri_trac.prg to print out 
individual product reports. 
\ 
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A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Database File 
- Released.dbf (Set in 
(Set • in - Trc note.dbf 
(Set • in - Released.ndx Index Files 
(Set • in - Tracker.ndx 
(Set • in - Prod nam.ndx 
View) 
View) 
View) 
View) 
View) 
1. 
2. 
3 • 
Selectnum - Menu selection variable. 
Serstat 
selection. 
- Variable for search status 
Ptype - Represents variable to search on a 
given product type. 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
- Ptr_stuc.prg 4. Psear - Stores character segment to be used 
in defining the filter. 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- Load_db.prg 
(a) Printer 
parameter 
- Passes 
'today!' to 
organize printed output. 
- Rel_mvar.prg 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- Memo_fmt.prg 
- Rel memo.vue 
- Pri meml.txt 
- Pri mem2.txt 
- Pri mem3.txt 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
1. Mpro_ser.prg - Variation of Prod_ser.prg 
routine to find a particular product from the 
database. 
2. 
' . • 
DOS Print.com - Sends the alternate file from 
disk to the printer in the background. 
Variables Initiated: 
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15. PR! TARG.PRG - Called from Pri_trac.prg to organize a 
report representing only engineering release target 
dates. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Record.dbf 
- Released.dbf 
- Tracker.ndx 
- Released.ndx 
- Warnme.prg 
- Back_out.prg 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- Targ_men.prg 
- N/A 
- Tar stor.txt 
(Not Stated) 
(Not Stated) 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
1. DOS Print.com - Sends the alternate file from 
disk to the printer in the background. 
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L. Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Selectnum - Used for menu selection. 
Div sel - Option for selection of search by 
division. 
Title, stitle, under! - Stores the first page 
header. 
Double, Emph, Blue, Black, Normal, Can_emph, 
Red - Printer Control Variables. 
Tline, Pagenum - Page Control Variables. 
Mgroup, First - Organization by product type 
control variables. 
M* - Character string storage for print out. 
16. CK COMP.PRG - Called from Rel_mod.prg to check the data 
input and assure its correctness. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not stated) 
- (Previously opened file) 
(a) Mpc5150 - checks for 
correct input for PC 
model 5150. (All the 
following programs do the 
same for an appropriate 
model) 
(b) Mpc2683 
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F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
(c) Mats 5170 
(d) Mpc5160 
(e) Mpc5170 
(f) Mpc5271 
(g) Mpc5273 
(h) Mpc5155 
(i) Mpc4860 
(j) Mpc5162 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
1. Det_mod.prg - Routine used to determine which 
model PC must be checked again to 
proper, allowed input. 
• 1.nsure 
Variables Initiated: 
1. Cnt - Loop control variable to keep track of 
number of compatibility tests run. 
2. Row, Col - Variables used in procedure file 
subroutines to control screen position when 
inputting required to update incorrect data. 
17. INPDAT. PRG - Called from Interim. prg to accept new 
technical records into the engineering database. 
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• 
A • 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
• 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not stated) 
- Tec_proc.prg 
- Io mvar.mem 
- Gen mvar.mem 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
. (Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
1. In_io.prg - Routine used to accept I/0 card 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
data input. 
In_mod.prg 
- Accepts technical data for 
modems. 
In_mon.prg - Inputs monitor technical data. 
In_pl.prg 
- Accepts input of plotter 
technical dVa. 
In_net.prg 
- Accepts input of network 
equipment technical data. 
In_sto.prg - Accepts input of storage device 
technical data. 
In_prt. prg - Accepts input _,f printer 
technical data. 
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L. 
8. 
• 
In_mis.prg - Accepts input of misc. product 
technical data. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3 • 
Tproduct - Name of product, passed from 
Interim.prg 
Ptype - Peripheral type, passed from interim. 
Prodtype - First digit of peripheral type 
used to determine what type of input to be 
done. 
18. UPD. PRG - Called from Interim.prg to update technical 
information in the engineering database. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg 
- Back_out.prg 
- Tec_proc.prg 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
(Not stated) 
(Not stated) 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
1. Iocard.prg - Routine used to update I/0 card 
data input. 
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L. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Monitor.prg 
-
Updates technical data for 
monitors. 
Modem.prg - Updates modem technical data. 
Plotter.prg - Updates plotter technical 
data. 
Network. prg - Updates network equipment 
technical data. 
Storage.prg - Updates storage device 
technical data. 
Printer.prg - Updates printer technical data. 
•. 
Misc. prg - Updates misc. product technical 
data. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
"'-Tp rod u ct - Name of product, passed from 
Interim.prg 
Ptype - Peripheral type, passed from interim. 
Prodtype - First digit of peripheral type 
used to determine what type of update to be 
done. 
19. OUTDAT.PRG - Called from Interim.prg to output to the 
printer technical data about a product from the 
engineering database. 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not stated) 
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l 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Procedure Files - Tec_proc.prg 
Memory Files - N/A 
Binary Files - Cursoff.bin (Already loaded) 
- Curson.bin (Already loaded) 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
setup. prg - Adjust printer parameters and 
Dbase control parameters. 
outio.prg - Routine used to print I/0 card 
data input. 
Outmon.prg 
monitors. 
- Prints technical data for 
outmod.prg - Prints modem technical data. 
outpl.prg - Prints plotter technical data. 
outnet.prg - Prints network equipment 
technical data. 
outsto.prg - Prints storage device technical 
data. 
outprt.prg - Prints printer technical data. 
outmis. prg - Prints misc. product technical 
data. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. -Tproduct 
Interim.prg 
Name of product, passed from 
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20. 
2. 
3. 
Ptype - Peripheral type, passed from interim. 
Prodtype - First digit of peripheral type 
used to determine what type of update to be 
done. 
TESTGEN. PRG - Called from Interim.prg to provide test 
specifications according to the 'PC Lab Test Plans and 
Procedures' manual. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
• 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
Test - Used to determine the product type in 
question so as to provide the correct test 
plan that is to be followed. 
Wt - Accepts INKEY() data to allow screen to 
advance from a hold screen command. 
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21. SER EXIT.PRG 
- Called from Prod_ser.prg and 
Mpro _ ser. prg routines as a means to exit directory 
listing. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A (Which ever files are 
- N/A open.) 
- Warnme.prg (Not stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
Variables Initiated: 
1. Dump - Accepts INKEY () data to allow the 
record pointer to jump to the bottom of the 
database file. 
22. PRI ALLP.PRG - Called from Pri_pend.prg to print all of 
the product information. 
paramter. 
'Selectnum' is passed as a 
A. 
B. 
Database File 
Index Files 
- Released.dbf 
- Tracker.ndx 
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c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Released.ndx 
- Eng_ord.ndx 
- Ptr_stuc.prg 
- Back_out.prg 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Pri stoa.txt 
- N/A 
Variables Initiated: 
(Not stated) 
(Not stated) 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
(Not stated) 
Tline, Pagenum - Page control variables. 1. 
2. Mgroup, 
variables. 
First 
- Organizational control 
3. M* - Previously defined memory variables used 
to store adjusted output variables. 
23. PRI TORA.PRG - Called from Pri_pend.prg to print 
product information with either target or actual dates 
being output. The parameter is 'Selectnum•. 
A. Database File 
- Released.dbf 
B. Index Files 
- Tracker.ndx 
- Released.ndx 
c. Error Program 
- Ptr_stuc.prg (Not stated) 
D. Escape Program 
- Back_out.prg (Not stated) 
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24. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Procedure Files 
- N/A 
• 
Memory Files 
- N/A 
• Files Cursoff.bin (Already loaded) Binary -
-
Curson.bin (Already loaded) 
Format Programs 
- N/A 
View Files 
- N/A 
Alternate File - Pri stob.txt (Not stated) 
Subroutines - N/A 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
Tline, Pagenum - Page control variables. 
3. 
Mgroup, First 
- Organizational control 
variables. 
M* - Previously defined memory variables used 
to store adjusted output variables. 
PRI TVSA.PRG - called from Pri_pend.prg to print 
product information of target versus actual dates. 
h · bl 'Selectnum' and 'Answer2' as Passes t e var1a es 
parameters. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- Released.dbf 
- Tracker.ndx 
- Released.ndx 
- Ptr stuc.prg (Not stated) 
- Back out.prg (Not stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin (Already loaded) 
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25. 
- Curson.bin (Already 1 oaded) 
H. Format Programs 
- N/A 
I. View Files 
- N/A 
J. Alternate File - Pri stoc.txt (Not stated) 
K. 
L. 
PRI 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Tline, Pagenum - Page control variables. 
Xline, X180 - Line format control variables. 
Mgroup, 
variables. 
First - Organizational control 
M* - Previously defined memory variables used 
to store adjusted output variables. 
AREL.PRG - Called from Pri_pend.prg to print 
products pending release with only the target or actual 
engineering release 
as 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
a parameter. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
"" Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
'Selectnum' • passed dates shown. is 
- Released.dbf 
- Tracker.ndx 
- Released.ndx 
- Ptr_stuc.prg (Not stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
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(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
' 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
View Files 
- N/A 
Alternate File 
- Pri stod.txt (Not stated) 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
Tline, Pagenum - Page control variables. 
3. 
Mgroup, 
variables. 
First 
- Organizational control 
M* - Previously defined memory variables used 
to store adjusted output variables. 
26. TVSA MTH.PRG - Called from Pend_mth.prg to print out 
.. 
-
all products with the actual and target dates • in a 
• given month. Uses the paramters 'Selectnum' , I I,d I 
I 
'Ud' 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
I and 'Answer2'. 
Database File 
TI 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Released.dbf 
- Tracker.ndx 
- Released.ndx 
- Ptr_stuc.prg (Not stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Pri mth.txt 
- N/A 
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(Already loaded) 
(Not stated) 
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L. Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3 • 
4. 
Tline, Pagenum - Page control variables. 
Xline, X180 - Line format control variables. 
Mgroup, 
variables. 
First - Organizational control 
M* - Previously defined memory variables used 
to store adjusted output variables. 
27. MPRO SER.PRG - Called from Pri_memo.prg to search a 
database for a user defined record. (Similar in design 
to Prod_ser.prg) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Released.dbf (Set in View) 
- Trc note.dbf (Set in View) 
- Released.ndx (Set in View) 
- Tracker.ndx (Set in View) 
- Prod nam.ndx (Set in View) 
- Warnrne.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- Rel memo. vue, 
- N/A 
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(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
• 
L. 
1. Ser_exit.prg - Program used to exit directory 
listing and return to product input query. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. R, X - Directory format display variables. 
2. Tr - Variable used to check for product match 
between request and the database records. 
28. DET MOD.PRG - Called from Ch_comp.prg to determine 
which PC model's compatibility data should be checked 
• again. 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L • 
I 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
view Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) • 
Variables Initiated: 
1. count - Passed from Ck_comp as a parameter to 
determine which model's compatibility data is 
being tested. 
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2. Mod - Represents new model number to be 
tested and/or corrected. 
29. IN IO.PRG - Called from Inpdat.prg to accept the input 
of new I/0 adapter card technical data. 
A. Database File 
- Ioibmst.dbf 
- Ioibmad.dbf 
(Logo View) 
(Logo View) 
- Iocardst.dbf (Non-logo View) 
- Iocardad.dbf (Non-logo View) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
• • 
Co_name.prg - Program used to determine if 
IBM logo product. 
file) 
Prod_found.prg 
-
(Included in procedure 
Product name found in 
database. Cannot add a product with the same 
name. 
New_io.prg - Input new technical data for I/0 
card. 
- Id cnt.dbf L. Variables Initiated: 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Ibm ord.ndx (Logo View) 
- Ibm ordr.ndx (Logo View) 
- Opt_ibm.ndx (Logo View) 
- Card ord.ndx (Non-logo View) 
- Idorder.ndx 
- Opt_ord.ndx 
(Non-logo View) 
(Non-logo View) 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
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(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
., 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Logo - Variable to determine if IBM product. 
Tproduct - Product name. 
Tid, Tid num - Numerics used to determine 
id number for record. 
30. IN MOD.PRG - Called from Inpdat.prg to accept the input 
of new modem technical data. 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
- Nl mod.dbf 
- Mod_pro.ndx 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- Genfor.fmt 
- Mdfor.fmt 
- N/A 
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(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
• 
,(_,, :, 
J. 
K. 
• 
L. 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Prod_found.prg 
- Product name found I in 
database. Cannot add a product with the same 
name. 
Save_dat.prg - Determine if data to be saved. 
Rep_mod.prg - Append record to database. 
In_io.prg - Called if product is bus 
dependent. Allows addition of technical 
information to the I/0 card database . 
Variables Initiated: 
1. Ans - Variable to determine if modem data to 
be saved. 
31. IN MON.PRG - Called from Inpdat.prg to accept the input 
of new modem technical data. 
A. Database File 
- Nl mon.dbf 
B. Index Files 
- Mon_pro.ndx 
C. Error Program 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
D. Escape Program 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
E. Procedure Files 
- N/A 
F. Memory Files 
- N/A 
G. Binary Files 
- Cursoff.bin (Already loaded) 
- Curson.bin (Already loaded) 
H. Format Programs 
- Genfor.fmt 
- Mnfor.fmt 
I. View Files 
- N/A 
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J. 
K. 
L. 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Prod_found.prg 
-
Product name found in 
database. Cannot add a product with the same 
name. 
Save_dat.prg - Determine if data to be saved. 
Rep_mon.prg - Append record to database. 
In_io.prg - Called if product is bus 
dependent. Allows addition of technical 
information to the I/0 card database. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. Ans - Variable to determine if monitor data 
to be saved. 
32. IN PL.PRG - Called from Inpdat.prg to accept the input 
of new plotter technical data. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
- Nl_pl.dbf 
- Pl_pro.ndx 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin (Already loaded) 
- Curson.bin (Already loaded) 
- Genfor.fmt 
- Plfor.fmt 
- N/A 
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J. 
K. 
L. 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Prod_found.prg Product name found • in -
database. Cannot add a product with the same 
name. 
Save_dat.prg - Determine if data to be saved. 
Rep_pl.prg - Append record to database. 
In_io.prg - Called if product is bus 
dependent. Allows addition of technical 
information to the I/0 card database. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. Ans - Variable to determine if plotter data 
to be saved. 
33. IN NET.PRG - Called from Inpdat.prg to accept the input 
of new network equipment technical data. 
A. Database File - Nl net.dbf 
B. Index Files - Nt_pro.ndx 
c. Error Program - Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
D. Escape Program - Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
E. Procedure Files 
- N/A 
F. Memory Files 
- N/A 
G. Binary Files - Cursoff.bin (Already loaded) 
- Curson.bin (Already loaded) 
H. Format Programs - Genfor.fmt 
- Ntfor.fmt 
I. View Files - N/A 
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J. 
K. 
L. 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Prod_found.prg 
- Product name found in 
database. Cannot add a product with the same 
name. 
Save_dat.prg - Determine if data to be saved. 
Rep_net.prg - Append record to database. 
In_io.prg - Called if product • is bus 
dependent. Allows addition of technical 
information to the I/0 card database. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. Ans - Variable to determine if network 
equipment data should be saved. 
34. IN STO.PRG - Called from Inpdat.prg to accept the input 
of new storage device technical data. 
A. Database File 
- Nl sto.dbf 
B. Index Files 
- Sto_pro.ndx 
c. Error Program 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
D. Escape Program 
- Back_out.prg (Not stated) 
,/'-
,(" 
E. Procedure Files 
- N/A 
F. Memory Files 
- N/A 
G. Binary Files 
- Cursoff.bin (Already loaded) 
- Curson.bin (Already loaded) 
H. Format Programs 
- Genfor.fmt 
- Stfor.fmt 
I. View Files 
- N/A 
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K. 
L. 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Prod_f ound. prg - Product name found • in 
database. Cannot add a product with the same 
name. 
Save_dat.prg 
Rep_sto.prg -
- Determ.in~f data to be saved. 
\ 
Append record\to database. 
In_io.prg - Called if product • is bus 
<y dependent. Allows addition of technical 
information to the I/0 card database. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
' 
Ans - Variable to determine if storage device 
data should be saved. 
35. IN_PRT.PRG - Called from Inpdat.prg to accept the input 
of new printer technical data. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
- Nl_prt.dbf 
- Prt_pro.ndx 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- Genfor.fmt 
- Prfor.fmt 
- N/A 
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(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
1 . 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Prod_found.prg - Product name found in 
database. Cannot add a product with the same 
name. 
Save_dat.prg - Determine if data to be saved. 
Rep_prt.prg - Append record to database. 
In_io.prg - Called if product is bus 
dependent. Allows addition of technical 
information to the I/0 card database. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. Ans - Variable to determine if printer data 
should be saved. 
36. IN MIS.PRG - Called from Inpdat.prg to accept the input 
of new Misc product technical data. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
- Nl m:Ls.dbf 
- Mis_pro.ndx 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- Genfor.fmt 
- Mifor.fmt 
- N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
• 
,' 
'' ,_ ' ,, 
' 
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K. 
L. 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Prod_found.prg 
- Product name found in 
database. Cannot add a product with the same 
name. 
Save_dat.prg - Determine if data to be saved. 
Rep_mis.prg - Append record to database. 
In_io.prg 
dependent. 
- Called if product is bus 
Allows addition of technical 
information to the I/0 card database. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. Ans - Variable to determine if misc product 
data should be saved. 
37. IOCARD. PRG - Called from Upd.prg to update the I/0 
adapter card technical data. 
A. Database File 
B. Index Files 
c. Error Program 
- Ioibmst.dbf (Logo View) 
- Ioibmad.dbf (Logo View) 
- Iocardst.dbf (Non-logo View) 
- Iocardad.dbf (Non-logo View) 
- Ibm ord.ndx (Logo View) 
- Ibm ordr.ndx (Logo View) 
- Opt_ibm.ndx (Logo View) 
- Card ord.ndx (Non-logo View) 
- Idorder.ndx (Non-logo View) 
- Opt_ord.ndx 
- Warnme.prg 
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(Non-logo View) 
(Not Stated) 
• 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- Io mvar.mem 
- Cursoff.bin (Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) - Curson.bin 
Format Programs 
View Files 
- N/A 
- Ibm find.vue (Logo) 
- Io find.vue (Non-logo) 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Co_ name. prg - Program used to determine if 
IBM logo product. (From open procedure file) 
Io_ var. prg - Retrieve memory variables with 
appropriate record fields. 
Io_upd.prg - Updates I/0 card data. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Logo - Variable to determine if IBM product. 
Pproduct - Determine if product found. 
Oldfunc - Number of functions original record 
had. 
38. MODEM. PRG - Called from Upd.prg to update the modem 
technical data. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
- Nl mod.dbf 
- Mod_pro.ndx 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back out.prg (Not Stated) 
-
t' '' 
,,·· ' 
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E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
. , 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- N/A 
- Gen -mvar.mem 
- Cursoff.bin {Already loaded) 
{Already loaded) - Curson.bin 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Mod_var.prg - Place record fields into memory 
variables. 
Mod_upd.prg - Updates modem data. 
save_dat.prg - Determine if data to be saved. 
Rep_mod.prg - Replace record to database. 
• l.S if product bus - Called Iocard.prg 
dependent. Allows updating of technical 
information from the I/0 card database. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Ans - Variable to determine if modem data to 
be saved. 
Pfound - Indicates that product was found 
after search. 
Change io - Determine if I/0 data associated 
with this product.should be updated. 
39. MONITOR.·PRG - Called from Upd.prg to update the modem 
technical data. 
A. Database File - Nl mon.dbf 
• 
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B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- Mon_pro.ndx 
- Warnme.prg {Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg {Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- Gen mvar.mem 
- Cursoff.bin {Already loaded) 
{Already loaded) - Curson.bin 
Format Programs 
- N/A 
.. 
View Files 
- N/A 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
1. 
2 • 
3. 
4 • 
5. 
Mon_var.prg - Place reco~d fields into memory 
variables. 
Mon_upd.prg - Updates modem data. 
Save_dat.prg - Determine if data to be saved. 
Rep_mon.prg - Replace record to database. 
Iocard.prg - Called if product is bus 
dependent. Allows updating of technical 
information from the I/0 card database. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Ans - Variable to determine if monitor data 
to be saved. 
Pfound - Indicates that product was found 
after search. 
Change_io - Determine if I/0 data associated 
with this product should be updated. 
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40. PLOTTER.PRG - Called from Upd.prg to update the plotter 
technical data. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Nl_pl.dbf 
- Pl_pro.ndx 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not stated) 
- N/A 
- Gen mvar.mem 
- Cursoff.bin (Already loaded) 
- Curson.bin (Already loaded) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
1. Pl_var.prg - Place record fields into memory 
variables. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Pl_upd.prg - Updates modem data. 
Save_dat.prg - Determine if data to be saved. 
Rep_pl.prg - Append record to database. 
Iocard.prg - Called if product • is bus 
dependent. Allows updating of technical 
information from the I/0 card database. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. Ans - Variable to determine if plotter data 
to be saved. 
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2. 
3. 
Pfound - Indicates that product was found 
after search. 
Change_io - Determine if I/0 data associated 
with this product should b~ updated. 
41. NETWORK.PRG - Called from Upd.prg to update the network 
equipment technical data. 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Nl net.dbf 
I 
- Nt_pro.ndx 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- Gen mvar.mem 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
1. Net_var.prg - Place record fields into memory 
variables. 
Net_upd.prg - Updates modem data. 
Save_dat.prg - Determine if data to be saved. 
Rep_net.prg - Append record to database. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. Iocard.prg - Called if product • is bus 
dependent. Allows updating of technical 
information from the I/0 card database. 
• 
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L. Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Ans - Variable to determine if network 
equipment data should be saved. 
Pfound - Indicates that product was found 
after search. 
Change_io - Determine if I/0 data associated 
with this product should be updated. 
,l) 42. STORAGE.PRG - Called from Upd.prg to update the storage 
device technical data. 
- Nl sto.dbf 
- Sto_pro.ndx 
L. 
5. Iocard.prg - Called if product is bus 
dependent. Allows updating of technical 
information from the I/0 card database. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Ans - Variable to determine if storage device 
data should be saved. 
Pfound - Indicates that product was found 
after search. 
Change_io - Determine if I/0 data associated 
with this product should be updated. 
43. PRINTER.PRG - Called from Upd.prg to update the printer 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) technical data. 
., 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
- Back out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- Gen mvar.mem 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
sto_var.prg - Place record fields into memory 
variables. 
Sto_upd.prg - Updates modem data. 
Save_dat.prg - Determine if data to be saved. 
Rep_sto.prg - Append record to database. 
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A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Nl_prt.dbf 
- Prt_pro.ndx 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- Gen mvar.mem 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
1. Prt_var.prg - Place record fields into memory 
variables. 
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L. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Prt_upd.prg - Updates modem data. 
Save_dat.prg - Determine if data to be saved. 
Rep_prt.prg - Append record to database. 
Iocard.prg - Called if product is bus 
dependent. Allows updating of technical 
information from the I/0 card database. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Ans - Variable to determine if storage device 
data should be saved. 
Pfound - Indicates that product was found 
after search. 
Change_io - Determine if I/0 data associated 
with this product should be updated. 
44. MISC.PRG - Called from Upd.prg to update the Misc 
product technical data. 
- Nl mis.dbf 
- Mis_pro.ndx 
K. 
L. 
Subroutines 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Mis_var.prg - Place record fields into memory 
variables. 
Mis_upd.prg - Updates modem data. 
Save_dat.prg - Determine if data to be saved. 
Rep_mis.prg - Append record to database. 
Iocard.prg 
dependent. 
- Called if product is bus 
Allows updating of technical 
-information from the I/0 card database. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Ans - Variable to determine if storage device 
data should be saved. 
Pf ound - Indicates that product was found 
after search. 
Change_io - Determine if I/0 data associated 
with this product should be updated. 
45. OUTIO.PRG - Called from Outdat.prg to print I/0 adapter 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) card technical data. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
- Back_out.prg. (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- Gen mvar.mem 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
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(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
A. Database File 
' 
B. Index Fil·es 
.. 
- Ioibmst.dbf (Logo View) 
- Ioibmad.dbf (Logo View) 
- Iocardst.dbf (Non-logo View) 
- Iocardad.dbf (Non-logo View) 
- Ibm ord.ndx (Logo View) 
- Ibm ordr.ndx (Logo View) 
- Opt_ibm.ndx (Logo View) 
- Card ord.ndx (Non-logo View) 
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c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Idorder.ndx 
- Opt_ord.ndx 
- Warnme.prg 
(Non-logo View) 
(Non-logo View) 
(Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
- Ibm find.vue (Logo) 
- Io find.vue 
- Prod.txt 
(Non-logo) 
(Not Stated) 
1. 
2. 
co_name. prg - Program used to determine if 
IBM logo product. (In Procedure File) 
Io_dat.prg - Used to output I/0 card data to 
an alternate file. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. Logo - Variable to determine if IBM product. 
4 6. OUTMOD. PRG - Cal led from outdat. prg to output to the 
printer modem technical data. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
- Nl mod.dbf 
- Mod_pro.ndx 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
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I 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Prod.txt 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
(Not Stated) 
1. Md_dat.prg - Used to send modem data to the 
alternate file. 
. 
2. Outio. prg - Called if product is bus 
dependent. Allows printing of technical 
information from the I/0 card database. 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
47. OUTMON. PRG - Called from Outdat. prg to output modem 
tec~nical data to the printer. 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
- Nl mon.dbf 
- Mon_pro.ndx 
- Warnme.prg (Not stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Prod.txt 
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(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
(Not stated) 
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K. Subroutines 
1. Mn_dat.prg 
-
Outputs monitor data to the 
alternate file. 
Outio.prg Called if product • bus 2. - 1S 
dependent. Allows printing of technical 
information from the I/0 card database. 
L. Variables Initiated: N/A 
48. OUTPL.PRG - Called from Outdat.prg to print plotter 
technical data. 
A. 
B. 
C. 
o. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
1. Pl_dat.prg 
-
- Nl_pl.dbf 
- Pl_pro.ndx 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Prod.txt (Not stated) 
Output plotter data to the 
alternate file. 
2. 
- Called if product • 1S bus Out_io.prg 
dependent. Allows printing of technical 
information from the I/0 card database. 
• 
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49. 
50. 
L. Variables Initiated: N/A 
OUTNET.PRG 
- Called from outdat.prg to output network 
equipment technical data to the printer. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Database File 
' 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
1. Nt_dat.prg 
- Nl net.dbf 
.. 
- Nt_pro.ndx 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin (Already loaded) 
- Curson.bin (Already loaded) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Prod.txt (Not Stated) 
- Output network equipment 
technical data to the alternate file. 
2. Outio. prg - Called if product is bus 
dependent. Allows printing of technical 
information from the I/0 card database. 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
OUTSTO.PRG - Called from Outdat.prg to output storage 
device technical data to the printer. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
- Nl sto.dbf 
- Sto_pro.ndx 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
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D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin (Already loaded) 
- Curson.bin (Already loaded) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Prod.txt (Not Stated) 
1. St_dat. prg - Output storage device data to 
the alternate file. 
2. Outio. prg - Called if product is bus 
dependent. Allows printing of technical 
information from the I/0 card database. 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
51. OUTPRT.PRG - Called from Outdat.prg to output printer 
technical data to the printer. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
Database File 
ex Files 
or Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
- Nl_prt.dbf 
- Prt_pro.ndx 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Curscff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
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(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
'i' 
I. 
J. 
View Files 
Alternate File 
- N/A 
- Prod.txt (Not Stated) 
K. Subroutines 
L. 
1. Pr_dat.prg - Output printer data to alternate 
file. 
2. Outio. prg - Called if product is bus 
dependent. Allows printing of technical· 
information from the I/0 card database. 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
52. OUTMIS. PRG - Called from Outdat. prg to output Misc 
product technical data to the printer. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
o. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Nl mis.dbf 
- Mis_pro.ndx 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Prod.txt 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
(Not Stated) 
1. Mi_dat.prg - Output misc device data to the 
alternate file. 
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2. Outio. prg - Called if product is bus 
dependent. Allows printing of technical 
information from the I/0 card database. 
L. Variables Initiated: N/A 
============================================================ 
LAYER FIVE 
------------------------------------------------------------
53. PROD FOUND.PRG - Called from all In_*.prg programs. 
Sends error message that product already has technical 
data entered and that th-e operation should not be an 
append. 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
\ 
I 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
54. NEW IO.PRG - Called from In_io.prg to input new 
technical data for I/0 adapter cards. 
A. Database File - Ioibmst.dbf (Logo View) 
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B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Ioibmad.dbf (Logo View) 
- Iocardst.dbf (Non-logo View) 
- Iocardad.dbf (Non-logo View) 
- Id cnt.dbf 
- Ibm ord.ndx (Logo View) 
7 Ibm ordr.ndx (Logo View) 
- Opt_ibm.ndx (Logo View) 
- Card ord.ndx (Non-logo View) 
- Idorder.ndx (Non-logo View) 
- Opt_ord.ndx (Non-logo View) 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- Indata.fmt 
- Cdadd.fmt 
- N/A 
- N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
1. Test_dat.prg - Program used to test I/0 Card 
input. 
2. Iosave.prg - Determine if I/0 card data to be 
saved. 
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L. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Save_add.prg - Determine if address data 
should be saved. 
Con_add.prg - Convert and test address data. 
Rep_add.prg - Save address data. 
Rep_io.prg - Save I/0 card data. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Ans - Variable to determine if I/0 card data 
to be saved. 
Funccnt - Counter for number of functions. 
Newfunc, Tfnc - Strings with function 
variable names. 
Ntemp 
- String variable with complete 
function description. 
Ansf - Answer is address data to be saved. 
Tid, Tid num - Numerics used to determine 
id number for record. 
55. REP MOD.PRG - Called from In_mod.prg to store data into 
the database. 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
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(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
56. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
• 
REP MON.PRG - Called from In_mon.prg to store data into 
the database. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
57. REP PL.PRG - Called from In_pl.prg to store data into 
the database. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
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E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
58. REP NET.PRG - Called from In net.prg to store data into 
the database. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
o. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg {Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg {Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. Variables Initiated: N/A 
59. REP STO.PRG - Called from In_sto.prg to store data into 
the database. 
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A. 
B. 
c. 
o. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
{Already loaded) 
{Already loaded) 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
60. REP PRT.PRG - Called from In_prt.prg to store data into 
the database. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
o. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
{Already loaded) 
{Already loaded) 
' ·i "' 
H. 
I. 
J. 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File - N/A 
,/l!', ' -
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K. 
L. 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
61. REP MIS.PRG - Called from In_mis.prg to store data into 
the database. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin (Already loaded) 
- Curson.bin (Already loaded) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
L. Variables Initiated: N/A 
62. IO VAR.PRG - Called from Iocard.prg to establish memory 
variables with the data stored in the record under 
consideration. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
., 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
' 
- N/A 
- N/A 
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G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
63. IO UPD.PRG - Called from Iocard.prg to update I/0 card 
data. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin (Already loaded) 
- Curson.bin (Already loaded) 
- Indata.fmt 
- N/A 
- N/A 
1. 
2. 
Test_dat.prg - Test I/0 card input. 
Iosave. prg - Used to determine if I/0 card 
data to be saved. 
file Tec_proc.prg) 
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(Called from procedure 
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L. 
3. 
4. 
Get_add.prg - Retrieves, updates, tests, and 
saves address data. 
Rep_io.prg - Saves I/0 card data. 
Variables I11itiated: N/A 
1. 
2. 
Answer - Answer if I/0 data to be saved. 
Funccnt 
- Keeps track of which address 
function is being used. 
64. MOD VAR.PRG - Called from Modem.prg to retrieve 
database record values and load them into memory. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg 
- Back_out.prg 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
(Not Stated) 
(Not Stated) 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
65. MOD UPD.PRG - Called from Modem.prg to accept modem 
data update from the user. 
A. 
B. 
Database File 
Index Files 
- N/A 
- N/A 
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66. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A .. 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- Genfor.fmt 
- Mdfor.fmt 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
MON VAR.PRG 
- Called from Monitor.prg to retrieve 
• 
database record values and load them into memory. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
\ 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
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L. Variables Initiated: N/A 
67. MON UPD.PRG - Called from Monitor.prg to accept modem 
data update from the user. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- Genfor.fmt 
- Mnfor.fmt 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
68. PL VAR.PRG - Called from Plotter.prg to retrieve 
database re?ord values and load them into memory. 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin (Already loaded) 
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H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
(Already loaded) 
69. PL UPD. PRG - Called from Plotter.prg to accept modem 
data update from the user. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- Genfor.fmt 
- Plfor.fmt 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
70. NET VAR.PRG - Called from Network.prg to retrieve 
database record values and load them into memory. 
A. 
B. 
Database File 
Index Files 
- N/A 
- N/A 
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c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
71. NET UPD. PRG - Called from Network.prg to accept modem 
data update from the user. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- Genfor.fmt 
- Ntfor.fmt 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
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(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
L. Variables Initiated: N/A 
72. STO VAR.PRG - Called from Storage.prg to retrieve 
dat.abase record values and load them into memory. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
jl • 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
73. STO UPD. PRG - Called from Storage.prg to accept modem 
data update from the user. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
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H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Genfor.fmt 
- Stfor.fmt 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
74. PRT VAR.PRG - Called from Printer.prg to retrieve 
database record values and load them into memory. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
75. PRT UPD.PRG - Called from Printer.prg to accept modem 
data update from the user. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
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D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- Genfor.fmt 
- Prfor.fmt 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
76. MIS VAR.PRG - Called from Misc.prg to retrieve database 
record values and load them into memory. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A ' ," 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
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77. MIS UPD.PRG - Called from Misc.prg to accept modem data 
78. 
update from the user. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- Genfor.fmt 
- Mifor.fmt 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. Variables Initiated: N/A 
IO DAT.PRG - Called from Outio.prg to send formatted -
data to the alternate file. 
A. Database File 
- N/A 
B. Index Files 
- N/A 
c. Error Program - Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
D. Escape Program - Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
E. Procedure Files 
- N/A 
F. Memory Files 
- N/A 
G. Binary Files 
- Cursoff.bin (Already loaded) 
- Curson.bin (Already loaded) 
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79. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Prod.txt 
- N/A 
(Not Stated) 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Buff er, Stbuff, Total - Used to get proper 
spacing of product name in header of output. 
Cd size - Written length of card. 
Memans, Ttirql, Ttirq2, ••• , Ttirq15, Ttdmao, 
Ttdmal, ... , Ttdma7, Ttprog_res, Ttonbd_mem, 
Ttme_sel - Use to store converted logical 
variables to character values. 
MD DAT.PRG ~ - Called from outmod. prg to send formatted 
modem data to the alternate file. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg 
- Back_out.prg 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Prod.txt 
- N/A 
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(Already loaded) 
(Already loa_aed) 
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'. t. 
L. Variables Initiated: 
1. Buffer, Stbuf f, Total - Used to get proper 
spacing of product name in header of output. 
2. Tvend, TusellO, Tuse220, Thus adp, Tstand al, 
- -
Texter_trs, Thayes, Ttele - Stores converted 
logical variables into chracter values. 
80. MN DAT.PRG - Called from Outmon.prg to send monitor 
data to the alternate file. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Fonnat Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Prod.txt 
- N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
(Not Stated) 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
Buff er, Stbuff, Total - Used to get proper 
spacing of product name in header of output. 
Tvend, TusellO, Tuse220, Tbus_adp, Tpcpower -
Stores converted logical variables into 
chracter values. 
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81. PL DAT.PRG 
- Called from Outpl.prg to send the 
formatted plotter data to the alternate file. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Prod.txt 
- N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
(Not stated) 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
Buff er, Stbuf f, Total - Used to get proper 
• spacing of product name in header of output. 
Tvend, TusellO, Tuse220, Tbus_adp, Textern -
Stores converted logical variables into 
chracter values. 
82. NT DAT. PRG - Called from Outnet.prg to send fonnatted 
network equipment data to the alternate file. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
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E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Prod.txt 
- N/A 
Variables Initiated: 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
(Not Stated) 
1. Buff er, Stbuff, Total - Used to get proper 
2. 
• spacing of product name in header of output. 
Tvend, TusellO, Tuse220, Tbus_adp, Textern -
Stores converted logical variables 
chracter values. 
into 
83. ST_DAT. PRG - Called from Outsto. prg to send formatted 
storage device data to the alternate file. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
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(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Prod.txt 
- N/A 
(Not stated) 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
Buffer, Stbuff, Total - Used to get proper 
spacing of product name in header of output. 
Tvend, TusellO, Tuse220, Tbus_adp, Tpcfit, 
Textern, Tdosaccess, Tpcpower 
- Stores 
converted logical variables into chracter 
values. 
84. PR DAT. PRG - Called from Outprt. prg to send formatted 
printer data to the alternate file. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Prod.txt 
- N/A 
Variables Initiated: 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
(Not Stated) 
1. Buffer, Stbuff, Total - Used to get proper 
spacing of product name in header of output. 
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2. Tvend, TusellO, Tuse220, Tbus_adp, Tgraphic -
stores converted logical variables into 
chracter values. 
85. MI DAT.PRG - Called from Outmis.prg to send formatted 
Misc product data to the alternate file. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
o. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Prod.txt 
- N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
(Not Stated) 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
Buffer, Stbuf f, Total - Used to get proper 
spacing of product name in header of output. 
Tvend, TusellO, Tuse220, Tbus_adp, Textern, 
Tintpower - Stores converted logical 
variables into chracter values. 
-----------------------
-----------------------==-===========---- ---- ------- --- ------ -
LAYER SIX 
-------------------------
-----------------------==-=========---- ---- ------- -- ----- -
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86. TEST DAT.PRG - Called from New_io.prg and Io_upd.prg to 
check the correctness of the I/0 Card input. 
87. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
- N/A 
• 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
variables Initiated: 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
1. Num - counter used to determine which 
function is being tested. 
2. Atemp - Contains input for function 
description. 
CON ADD.PRG - Called from New_io.prg to ask user is I/0 
card data is ready to be saved. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
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\) 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin (Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) - Curson.bin 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
0 
1. 
2. 
Hex dee - Converts address data from hex to 
decimal. 
Tec_proc.prg) 
(Called from procedure 
Test_add.prg - Program to test address range. 
Prompts user to provide correct range if 
inadequate. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
Acnt - Counts which addrss within a function 
description is being used of the three 
optional addresses. 
Ttaddrs, Ttadres - Starting and ending 
address storage variables. 
88. REP IO. PRG - Called from New_io.prg and Io_upd.prg to 
replace the correct data into the database from the 
memory variables. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
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E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
' 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
• 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
89. GET ADD.PRG - Called from Io_upd.prg to retrieve, 
update, test, and save address data. 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin (Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Curson.bin 
- Cdadd.fmt 
- N/A 
- N/A 
1. Del_add.prg - Delete 
function. 
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2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Add_dat.prg 
-
Gets address data for a 
function. 
Dec hex 
-
convert address from decimal to 
hex. (Called from procedure Tec_proc.prg) 
Save add Determine if address • to be - 1S 
saved.~ (Called from procedure Tec_proc) 
Con add - Convert and test address data. 
(Called from procedure Tec_proc.prg) 
Rep_add - Replaces address data. (Called 
from procedure Tec_proc.prg) 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Ansf - Answer if address data to be saved. 
New func, Tfnc - Contains function names. 
Ntemp - Unabbreviated function description. 
============================================================ 
LAYER SEVEN 
============================================================ 
90. TEST ADD.PRG - Called from Con_add.prg to correct 
address data entered and retest range. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
, 
• 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back out.prg (Not stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
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(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
f 
' 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Format Programs 
- N/A 
View Files 
- N/A 
Alternate File 
- N/A 
Subroutines 
1. Dec hex 
2. Hex dee 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
Right - Logical loop control until input 
correct. 
Ttaddrs, Ttadres - Stores beginning and 
ending addresses. 
91. DEL ADD.PRG - Called from Get_add.prg to delete 
addresses for a function and determines which function 
to be deleted. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
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(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
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92. 
L. 
1. Drop_add.prg - Determines if function should 
be deleted. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. Number - Keeps track of which function is 
being tested. 
ADD DAT.PRG 
-
Called from Get_add.prg to retrieve 
memory variables from address record database. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
Variables Initiated: N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
--------------------
-·---------------========================- -- -- --- -- :-----------------
LAYER EIGHT 
---------------~--
--------------------=====================-- --- ------= -- -- ------
93. DROP ADD.PRG - Called from Del_add.prg to determine if 
address is to be deleted. 
A. 
B. 
Database File 
Index Files 
- N/A 
- N/A 
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c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Forinat Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- Warnme.prg (Not Stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
1. Do_del .prg - Deletes all addresses for a 
function. 
Variables Initiated: 
1. 
2. 
Funct - Name of function 
Id num - Id number associated with I/0 card. 
3 . · Del ans - Determine if address should be 
deleted. 
---------------------------================================= - - - ---------
LAYER NINE 
---------------------
--------------------===================-- --- --- ----- - - ----
94. DO DEL. PRG - Called from Drop_add.prg to delete all 
addresses of a function. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
Database File 
Index Files 
Error Program 
Escape Program 
Procedure Files 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- Warnme.prg (Not stated) 
- Back_out.prg (Not Stated) 
- N/A 
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F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Memory Files 
Binary Files 
Format Programs 
View Files 
Alternate File 
Subroutines 
- N/A 
• 
- Cursoff.bin 
- Curson.bin 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
- N/A 
Variables Initiated: 
(Already loaded) 
(Already loaded) 
1. Tid - ID number associated with I/0 card, 
pass from Drop_add.prg as a parameter. 
2. 
3. 
Name - Name of function to be deleted, passed 
from Drop_add as a parameter. 
Cnt - Used to determine number of skips. 
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Kenneth Joseph Donofrio, son of Joseph A. and Mary 
Donofrio was born on October 7, 1963 in Somerville, New 
Jersey. Residing in Middlesex, New Jersey, he attended 
the community's public school system and graduated third 
in his class from Middlesex High School in June, 1981. 
Upon obtaining his diploma he elected to attend Lehigh 
University in Bethlehem, Pennslyvania where he graduated 
with a Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical Engineer-
_ing with high honors in June 1985. Deciding to continue 
his studies he remained at Lehigh University to pursue a 
Master of Science degree in Manufacturing Systems · Engi-
• neer1.ng. 
Throughout his education period, the author has been 
a member of the Boy Scouts (and reached the rank of Eagle 
Scout) and a member of the Society of American Magicians. 
While in high school, the author was active in sports and 
student government. During his undergraduate studies he 
was a Treasurer of Alpha Phi Omega, President of Tau Beta 
Pi, and a member of Phi Eta Sigma, Eta Kappa Nu, and 
Omicron Delta Kappa. In addition, the author has Co-oped 
with IBM in Princeton, N.J. and Burlington, VT. since the 
winter of 1983. Most recently, June through December 1986 
was spent at IBM Princeton completing work on the author's 
thesis. 
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